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ALBUQUERQUE
CITY COUNCIL
COMES THROUGH

to show the governor that he has
big maority and all of the best ele- ment of the Albuquerque back of

,AJllmaaiVPi

T. B. Longwell is president, and the
matter was accordingly taken up
by the traffic department with that
gentleman, and the situation explained satisfactorily, and the Commission having been advised by petitioner that there was no necessity
tor pursuing the matter further, the
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WILSON STATES
U.S. PEACE TERMS
MUST

GERMANY

WRONGS DONE,
PRESIDENT

PAY

FOR

DECLARES
IN NOTE.

LEAGUETO FORCE PEACE
NO

TERRITORIAL CHANGES TO
BE MADE EXCEPT IN INTER.
EST OF LIBERTY.

Western Newspaper t'nlon News Service.

America' Peace Term la Brief.
America'! peace lerma, in brief,
as outlined by t'reHidt-iiWilson,
are as follows:
No territory must change hands
except for the purpose of securing;
those who Inhabit it a fair chance
of life and liberty.
No indemnities must be insisted
on except those thut constitute payment for manifest wrong done.
No readJUHtment
of power must
be made except such as will tend
to secure the future peace uf ttie
world and the future welfare and
of its people.
happiness
In unmislakublo tt'i'ms President
Wilson declared aualiiNt iermany's
to restoru the "status quo"
Eroposal
war.
"It was the status quo ante out
of which tliis iniquitous war issued
forth," he B.'iys, "the power of the
wit
Imperial (iermau
the empire and its widespread
of
and
lnflui'iice
outside
domination
that empire. .That status must be
altered in such fuNhioti hh to prevent any such hideous tiling: from
evtT happening attain."
t

n

.

have begun of late to profess a ltk
liberality and justice of purpose, but
only to preserve the power they have
set up in Germany and the selfish advantages which tbey have wrongly
gained for themselves and their private projects of power, all the way
from Berlin to Bagdad and beyond.
Government after government bas, by
their Influence, without open conquest
of its territory, been linked together
in a net of intrigue directed against
nothing less than the peace and liberty of the world.
"The meshes of that intrigue must
be broken, but cannot be broken unless wrongB already done are undone;
and adequate measures must be taken
to prevent It from ever again being
Of course tho
rewoven or repaired.
government and
imperial German
those whom it is using for their own
undoing are seeking to obtain pledges
that the war will end in the restoration or the status quo ante. It was
the status quo ante out of which this
Iniquitous war issues forth, the power
of the imperial German government
within the empire and its widespread
domination and Influence outside of
that empire. That status must be altered in such fashion as to prevent
any such hideous thing from ever
happening again.
"We are fighting for the liberty, the
self government and the undictated
development of all peoples, and every
feature of the settlement that concludes the war must be conceived and
executed for that purpose. Wrongs
must first be righted, and then adequate safeguards must be created to
prevent their being committed again.
,We ought not to consider remedies
merely because they have a pleasing
Practical quesand sonorous Found.
tions can be settled only by practical
means. Phrases will not achieve the
result. Effective readjustments will,
and whatever readjustments are necessary must be made.
"Hut they must follow a principle
and that principle Is plain. No people must be forced under sovereignty
under which it does not wish to live.
"No territory must change hands ex
cept for the purpose of securing those
who inhabit it a fair chance of life and
liberty.
"No indemnities must be insisted on
except those that constitute payment
for manifest wrongs done. No readjustment of power must be made except such as will tend to secure the
future peace of the world and the future welfare and happiness of its peoples.
Free Peoples Must Combine.
"And then the free peoples of the
world must draw together in some
common covenant, some genuine and
that will in efpractical
fect combine their force to secure
peace and justice In the dealings of
nations with one another. The brotherhood of mankind must no longer be
a fair but empty phrase; It must be
given a structure of force and reality.
"The nations must realize their common life and effect a workable partnership to secure, that life against the
aggressions of autocratic and
power.
Time to Submit or Conquer.
these
"For
things we can afford to
pour out blood an (J treasure. For these
are the things, we have always professed to desire, and unless we pour
out blood and treasure now and succeed we may never be able to unite
or show conquering force again in the
great cause of human liberty. The
day has come to conquer or submit. If
the forces of autocracy can divide us
they will overcome us; if we stand together, victory is certain and the liberty which victory will secure. We
can afford then to be generous, but
we cannot afford then or now to be
weak or omit any single guarantee of
Justice and security."

Washington. President Wilson, in
a communication to tlie new government of Russia, has made plain tho
war aims of the United States and its
position on "no annexations; no inThe President's commudemnities."
nication was delivered to the Hub-- ,
Ambassador
sian government
by
Francis at Petrograd. In full, it Is as
follows:
"In view of the approaching visit of
the American delegation to Kussia to
express the deep friendship of the
American people for the people of
Russia and to discuss the best and
most practical means of
between the two peoples in carrying
the present struggle for freedom of all
peoples to a successful consummation,
It seems opportune and appropriate
that I should state again, in the light
of this new partnership, the objects
the United States has In mind in entering the war. These objects have
been very much beclouded during the
past few weeks by mistaken and misleading statements, and the. issues at
stake are too momentous, too tremendous, too significant (or. the whole hu- man race, to permit any misinterpretation or misunderstandings,
however
Blight, to remain uncorrected for a
moment.
Oppressed Groups Kaiser's Dupes.
"The war has begun to go against
Germany; and in their desperate desire to escape the ultimate defeat,
those who are in authority in Germany are using every possible Instrumentality, are making use even of the
influence of groups and parties among
their own subjects to whom they have
never been JuBt or fair or even tolerant, to promote a propaganda on
both sides of the sea which will preserve for them their influence at
home and their power abroad, to the
undoing of the very men they are using.
"The position of America in this war
is so clearly avowed that no man can
be excused for mistaking it. She seeks
no material profit or aggrandizement
of any kind. She is fighting for no advantage or selfish object of her own
Eaterhazy to Form Cabinet.
but for the liberation of peoples evAmsterdam. A Budapest dispatch
auerywhere from the aggressions of
says that King Charles has entrusted
tocratic force.
the formation of a new cabinet to
"The ruling classes in Germany Count Moritz Esterhazy.
KIDNAPED BABY FOUND

IN

WELL.

City Give Vent to Fury When Bruised
Body of Child Is Found.
Springfield, Mo. Baby Lloyd Keet

was found dead June 9th. The child
had been drowned in a well on an
abandoned farm at least four days, according to the findings from an au
topsy when the band of kidnapers who
took him from his home May 30th began to fear capture. June 9th scores
of Springfield men in automobiles
were hurrying in pursuit of the county sheriff's automobile In which
seven persons suspected of complicity in the kidnaping and murder were
being sped to the state prison at Jefferson City. Openly the pursuers declared their intention of taking summary vengeance upon the perpetrators, but the prisoners denied their
guilt, and they were held by the sher-

iff.
Mr.

PEPSHING

RECEIVED

FORTY DIE

IN SALVADOR

QUAKE.

KING.

King Tells American Commander
Dream of His Life Is Realized.
London.---GePershing was received Saturday morning at Buckingham palace by King George. He was
presented to the King by Lord Brooke,
commander of the Twelfth Canadian
Infantry brigade. Gen. Pershing was
accompanied to the palace by his per
sonal staff of twelve officers. After
the audience the officers paid a formal call at the United States embassy.
After the formal reception the King
shook hands with Gen. Pershing and
the members of his staff and expressed pleasure at welcoming the advance guard of the American army.
King George chatted for a few moments with each member of Gen. Pershing's staff. In addressing Gen. Pershing the King said:
"It has been the dream of my life to
see the two great
nations more closely united.
My
dreams have been realized. It Is with
the utmost pleasure that I welcome
you at the head of the American contingent to our shores."
English-speakin-

Keet repeatedly had offered to
pay any ransom sum demanded and
promised at one time that he would
not press the prosecution if the baby
should be returned to him.
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Two Towns Report Hundred Injured
In Worst Disaster Since 1893.
La Libertad, Salvador, June 11. In
the towns of Armenia and Quozalte-peque- ,
near San Salvador, forty persons were killed and 100 were Injured
as the ' result of Thursday's earthquake, which was the moBt severe and
most disastrous felt in San Salvador
since 1893. Eighty out of every 100
houses ' in San Salvador were razed
and the entire business section was
destroyed, by fire.

Russia Demands Trial of
Petrograd. The demand of the revolutionaries for the trial and condign
punishment of Nicholas Romanoff, the
former Emperor, and in the meantime
the subjection to restraint in prison,
which at first was made only by a
handful of irresponsible extremists, is
growing daily. All Petrograd laughed
at the resolution of the Boishevikt,
the faction led by Nikolai Lenrae, demanding the transfer of Nicholas to
Kronstadt or even to the Siberian
mines.

Colorado' Indians Threaten Uprising.
Durango. Unconfirmed reports
here from the Ute reservation
June 9th indicate the Vie. chiefs
named Polk and Posey, with several
allpwers have begun threatening demonstrations.
They, are well armed.
Reports from towns near the reservation are that families living on outlying ranches are moving, into town
because they (ear trouble from the
Indiana. Confirmation of the reports
la practically Impossible.

U. 8. Vessel Battles U Boat.
An Atlantic Port. A running fight
with a German submarine in which
forty-twshots were fired was reported by the armed American steamship
The Virginian was not
Virginian.
The gun's crew did not
damaged.
know whether any damage had been
done to the submarine. The fight occurred In the Bay of Biscay on May
30th. The submarine opened the engagement by firing a torpedo which
missed its mark.
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KING OF GREECE

EDWARD P. COSTIGAN

GIVES UP THRONE
CONSTANTINE ABDICATES IN
VOR OF HIS SON, PRINCE
ALEXANDER.

MRS. VIVIAN

QUAKE DESTROYS

ADAMS

PERSHING AND

STAFF

SAN SALVADOR

111

LONDON

FA-

ITALIAN8 RE8UME GREAT OF
FENSIVE AND AUSTRIAN
DEFEN8ES FALL. '

REPUBLIC'8 CAPITAL AND SEVEN
OTHER TOWNS LEFT MASS
OF RUINS.

FRENCH RAID TRENCHES
BRITISH FOLLOW UP GAINS AND
TAKE ADVANCE POINTS
AT MESSINE8.

J

q-:f-

MANY LIVES WERE LOST

BRITONS KEEP UP DRIVE
GAIN

ME8SAGE FROM AMERICAN ENVOY TELLS OF ERUPTION AND
FIRE IN CITY.

TRENCHE8
CAPTURE
SEVEN FIELD GUNS.

MILE

'

IN

MORE

AND

BELGIUM

Western Xeuepuper Union News Service.
'

Athens, June 13. The fall of
I, King of the Hellenes, has
come. In response to the demand of
the protecting powers France, Great
Britain and Kussia, he abdicated in
favor of his second son. Prince Alexander.
Alexander, the new king, is the second son of the monarch who has just
abdieated. The crown prince was
Prince George, who was born July 13,
18S0.
Prince Alexander was born August 1, 1SH3. He was a captain in the
First regiment of artillery in the Greek
navy.
The reign of Constantine I as King
of the Hellenes was brief, dating only
from March 18, l'JUi, when his father,
George I, was assassinated in Saloniki.
Brief as the reign was, Constantino
had enjoyed, prior to the beginning of
the great war in 11)14, a period of remarkable popularity and had increased
the territory of the Greek monarchy
by over fifty per cent. His attitude of
opposition toward the entente powers,
when their troops occupied part of
Greek territory In the Macedonian
campaign against the Teutonic allies,
however, brought him into conflict
with the statesmen of Greece, and re
sulted in diet establishment of a pro
visional government headed by
Venizelos, whom the king bad
driven from the post of premier.
Eliph-therio-

s

London. Another advance of the
British forces on a front of nearly two
miles east and northeast of Messlnes,
and the capture of the village of
is reported in the British official
communication.
Russians arc showing considerable
activity against the Teutonic allies.
French troops repulse surprise attacks by the Teutonic allies in Macedonia. 4
Gas-par-

U. 8. NET GETS MANY SLACKERS.

Edward P. Costigan of Colorado whi
has been appointed a member of th
United States tariff commission.

BOY SAVES LIVES OF

25

TOOL BOY SHOWS MEN WAY TO
WARD OFF DEADLY GASES.

Believed that Hero of Speculator Mine
Explosion at Butte, Mont., Perished After Saving Others.
Western Newppaper

Union News Service.

Butte, Mont., June 11. Twenty-fivt
nien, rescued alive from the
level of the Speculator mine owe their
lives to the heroism and resourcefulness of Manus Duggan, a
nipper or tool boy. Young Duggan,
displaying rare presence of mind,
showed his older fellow workers how
to bulkhead themselves from tbe dangerous gas and preserve their lives
until their rescue. There were twenty-sevemembers of the party and
twenty-fivof them are alive, the
twenty-sixtman, J. H. McAdams,
dying despite efforts to resuscitate
him. The fate of young Duggan is
not known, but it is believed that he
has perished.
The news that men had been found
t
level of the
alive on the
Speculator shaft spread rapidly and
the. gates of the mine were crowded
with anxious relatives before tbe rescued men had been : egistered at the
timekeeper's office.
Nyja Johnson was the first man to
reach the surface.
"We owe our lives to Manus Duggan," Johnson told 'the crowd at the
timekeeper's office. "He was the one
who directed the work. None of us
would be here if it had not been for
him."
'Duggan told us all to go into the
drift," Johnson said. "After we got in
the drift he got a piece of canvas.
Then we took off our clothes and with
both choked out the gas. He directea
the work and when some men got
weak he did the work of ten men. I
hope they save Duggan."
The survivors rescued Sunday afternoon made a valiant fight for their
lives. Directed by Manus Duggan,
they built a bulkhead in a crosscut on
t
level and stuffed It with
the
canvas and portions of their clothing.
A short distance away they made a
second bulkhead and filled the space
between them with dirt. This kept
the gas out and they were in
safety for a while.
All hope that- any of the unaccounted-for
miners, believed to number at
least 193, had escaped from the North
Butte mines, In which lire broke out
Friday night, while 412 men were at
work, was abandoned Saturday night,
when the helmet men penetrated to
t
level of the Speculatoi
the
mine from adjoining mines, waded
through water up to their armpits, encountered strong gas, and saw many
bodies which they were unable to recover. Fifty dead had been taken out
up to Saturday night.
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Men in
Dragnet Grabs Seventy-seveColorado on First Day of Crusade.
Seventy-sevearrests of men charged
with failure to register for the army
draft were reported from Denver,
Leadville, Trinidad and Pueblo Tuesday night. Leadville heads the list
with fifty prisoners, who were rounded up by Sheriff Harry Schraeder ol
Lake county within a few hours. Denver is next with twenty alleged slackers in the city jail. Trinidad reports
six and Pueblo one.
The government move against slack,
ers throughout the country showed
these results up to midnight June
12th:
arrests.
Chicago Forty-twRockford, 111. Department of Justice to prosecute nien held in jail foi
vulgar desecration of the flag.
New York Seventy arrests.
Dallas, Tex. G. T. Bryant, state organizer of the Farmers' and Laborers'
Association, released on $10,000 bond
on charge of conspiracy to frustrate
selective draft. More than fifty held
in same conspiracy.
Durango, Colo. All Ute Indians to
Two chiefs with few folregister.
lowers still out.
arrests;
Virginia, Minn. Twenty-sione man shot by policeman while resisting arrest as slacker.
Des Moines, la. Fifty; most of
them released after signing
Milwaukee One.
Chisholm, Minn Nine.
St. Paul, Minn. Five,
San Francisco. United States marshal and federal officers report "not
many."
Seattle Thirty.
Fifth Tornado Hits Oklahoma.
Portland, Ore. Two.
Oklahoma City, Okla. Fifty buildSt. Louis, Mo. One.
ings in the business district of Perry,
Peoria, 111. Six; four released.
Okla., were demolished by a tornado
AlWyoming Town has Two Postmasters. which struck the town Thursday.
Laramie. Laramie is .probably the though several persons are reported
only city in the United States which to have been injured, all are expected
The un- to recover. Tbe damage Is estimated
boasts of two postmasters.
usual situation developed 'when for- at $150,000. The tornado was the
mer
Shoemaker, recently fifth in Oklahoma during tbe past
mayor
named, went around to the postoffice week.
to claim his Job. Postmaster Hasen-kanip- ,
To Outline Complete War Aims.
declaring that be had received
no instructions to vacate, refused to
President
Washington, June 12.
give up the office; but, in view of the Wilson la planning one of the most
real
had
sold
his
Shoemaker
fact that
important speeches of tne war for the
estate business and resigned as may- Flag Day celebration here, June 14.
of
custodian
or, offered him the job
Officials believe It will be a more comof the postoffice building. Shoemaker prehensive statement of the alma and
declined.
the position of the United States than
even his message to the provisional
Two Dead, Three Hurt, in Wreck.
government of Russia,
Pueblo. A northbound Colorado ft
Southern freight train was derailed at
Rock Island Receivership Ended.
Line, twelve miles southeast of PuChicago. The receivership for the
men
two
and
Injuring Chicago, Rock Island k. Pacific Raileblo, killing
three. The engine, tender and five way Company, one of the great sysditch.
cars
into
went
the
freight
tems of tbe country, was terminated
by order of Judge Carpenter in the
Call 70,000 More for Army.
United States District Court here.
Washington. The War Department
called for 70,000 additional recruits
War Expense Is Told.
between the ages of 18 and 40 in orLondon.
England Is spending
der to fill the regular army to war
a day ($37,277,500) hi her warstrength before June' 30th.
ring. Chancellor of the Exchequer
told the House of ComDenver Men Reserve Corps Officers. Bonar Law
.
mons. .
Washington'. Philip s.V;Vap . Clse,
Denver, was commissioned, captain of
Getting Ready to Mobilize.
infantry in officers' reserve corps.
Santa Fe. N. M. Governor Lindsey
Amos Llewellyn Beagler, Denver, was
commissioned first lieutenant medical Instructed Chairman Charles Springer
of the executive committee of the
reserve corps.
Council of State Defense to proceed
at once with Col. E. C. Abbott to AlSpanish Find Disabled German
of preparaThe
Spanish torpedo buquerque to take charge
Cadis, Spain.
boat No. 6, discovered the German tions tor the national guard mobilisadisabled from gunshot tion camp there.
submarine U-which bad struck her engines. The
Bishop Hunt, Pioneer, Dies at 84. '
submarine was towed into Cadis and
8nowflake, Axis. Bishop John Hunt
stripped of her wireless apparatus.
died at his home hers, ago 14 years.
Bishop Hunt located her in 1878.
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San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, June
9. San Salvador, the capital of the
Republic of Salvador, with a population of more than 60,000, has been totally destroyed, according to a dispatch from San Miguel. Salvador.
- A
dispatch from Tegucigalpa, Honduras, says that in addition to the
wiping out of San Salvador, the towns
of Santa Teola, Quetzaltepeque,
Suchlchoto, Palsnal, Armentos
and Mejicanos, also were destroyed.
Mejicanos was a suburb of San Salvador.
An operator who reached the edge
of the destroyed zone reported that
San Salvador was in ruins and that
everything within a radius of thirty
miles had been destroyed by the earthquake.
Residents of San Salvador are camping in the streets and parks. At the
time the report was sent it had been
raining heavily for five hours, The
disaster is supposed to have been
caused by an eruption of the volcano
of San Salvador, at the foot of which
the city is situated.
The city of San Salvador, is situated on a small stream which flows
into the Pacific ocean, and was founded in 1525, being only three miles distant from the volcano of the same
name. The city contains a national
university, the national palace, a cathedral, national library and botanical
gardens and is the center of the indigo trade.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington. A telegram reaching

tt'

Shock Felt In Mexico.
Mexico City. An earthquake shock
was plainly felt here Friday.'

the State Department, undated and
supposed to be about a month old,
says the Turks have partially evacuated Jerusalem for military reasons, but
massacre was
that the
cams
The telegram
not feared.
through the Swedish minister at ConMrs. Vivian Whlttall Adams, wife of stantinople.
Capt John Qulncy Adams of the United States marine corps, stationed at
London. British troops have
the Charlestown (Mass.) navy yard,
another mile of German trenches
who has taken up a station at the southeast of Messines, together with
marine corps recruiting tent on Boa-o- seven field guns and prisoners, accordCommons and Is aiding in bringing ing to the official report from British
recruits Into the corps. Mrs. Adams
is a native of Turkey and is of Eng- headquarters.
lish parentage.
Germans asBert they surprised a
French trench on the Chemin des
Sunday night and killed all
ALLIES Dames
TRUE
the occupants.
Italians have launched another ofsoutheast of Trent and havb
fensive
EXPRESSED BY PRESIDENT WILposicaptured numerous Austrian
NOTE
DECLARES.
SON, BRITISH
tions.
The situation in" China continues
.
tense.
Russia Commended for Acceptance of
The Bulgarian premier asserts that
Which
American Principles, for
Bulgaria will not carry the war into
All Must Fight.
Greece.
Two of five seaplanes about to raid
the English coast were destroyed by
Western Newspaper t'nlon News Service.
a British patrol boat, the three other
London, June 12. In reply to the planes escaping.
Russian government's request for a
Italy announces that its occupation
statement of the British war aims, of Janima, Greece, Is only a military
Great Britain has forwarded to Petro- move for expediting its operations.
grad a note in which it expressed
hearty acceptation and approval of
Paris, June 11. The French made a
the principles which President Wilson surprise attack on the left bank of
laid down in his historic message to the Moselle, near the eastern end of
The British government the front. The war office announces
Congress.
believes, broadly speaking, that the that serious losses were inflicted on
fightartillery Chev-reuagreements made from time to time the Germans. Violent
and
with Britain's allies are conformable ing occurred near Craonne
- . '
The purpose of
to these standards.
a part of the
Germans
Great Britain at the outset, says the French line penetrated
on the Chemin des Dames
of
note, was' to defend the existence
hut were driven back almost immedithe country and enforce respect for ately.
international agreements. Since then
British entered German positions
front south of Lens to
there has been added- that of "liberat- on
Germans have
ing populations oppressed by alien depth of half a mile.
the
not
attempted to counter-attactyranny." The note bespeaks not only
but south of Ypres heavily
the liberation of Poland by Russia, British,
British positions.
but of that section of Poland within bombarded
Italians have occupied Janlna, a city
the domination of the Germanic em of 25,000, in Greece,
and the Greek
Cabinet files a protest.
pires.
Congress of peasants' delegates In
TEN MORE RESCUED FROM MINE. Russia urge a republic.
The situation in Spain, through the
resignation of the Cabinet, is still inFound Alive Far Down in the
tense.
Speculator Workings.
miners
Ten
12.
Butte, Mont., June
London, June 9. Gen. Pershing art
level of rived in London Friday, and was welwere alive on the
the Speculator mine, in which fire comed by Walter Hines Page, the
started Friday night. Helmet men got American ambassador; Lord Derby,
into communication with them. These secretary of state for war; Viscount
men, using cement sacks and mine French, commanding the British horns
water, bulkheaded themselves in so forces, and other officers, including
thoroughly that tools ' had to be Lord Brooke, who will be attached to
brought to break through the barrier. Gen. Pershing's staff during his stay
men remain unaccounted in England.
Seventy-twbod
The expected arrival of Gen. Perfor. The coroner said sixty-threies had been recovered.
shing and his party had been kept a
The name of Manus Duggan is on fairly close secret from the London
the lips of every person iri Butte. The public. Several floors of rooms in a
nipper or tool boy, who hotel bad been reserved for the Amerof his ican party and the hotel was comsaved the lives of twenty-fivin tbe Speculator shaft and pletely transformed by the .placing of
who, it is feared, himself perished, is numerous sign boards, the installation
the hero of the hour. The total prob of bureaus of information, etc., deable dead is 135. Duggan's spectacu signed to make the most efficient poslar handling of the shift of men on the sible use of the place as temporary
t
level of the mine, his build- American army headquarters.
One hundred American navy aviaing of bulkheads with dirt, lagging and
the men'B garments, and the break for tors, to aid in detecting submarine
the open shaft when the gases became operations and other active duty, have
unbearable,. have made him the idol of arrived safely in France, according to
official announcement in Washington.
Butte.
They are the first officers and men
of the regular fighting forces actually
Berlin Ousts Hsitlan Envoy.
to land in France.
Amsterdam. The Haitian chargb
d'affaires at Berlin has been handed KIDNAPED BABY KEET BURIED.
his passports, according to a dispatcb
from, the German capital. Tbe Haitian Springfield Citizens Calmed by Sorrow and Lynching. Threats
diplomat had previously presented a
Subside. ,
note protesting against unrestricted
submarine warfare and demanding
Springfield, Mo, June 12. Baby
compensation for losses caused by Lloyd Keet, whose life was the toll
Haitian commerce and life.
exacted by abductors, was buried here
Monday. Thousands of Springfield civ
Government..
Provisional
Recognize
lzens were at St, Paul's Methodist
Petrograd. The Kronstadt incident Episcopal Church, where the services
is closed. The local committee of sol- were held and in the cortege that foi- diers' and workmen's delegates has lowed . the little white casket to the
Grief for the stricken
recognized the authority of the provi- cemetery.
sional government
father and mother had overcome the
cry for vengeance that manifested it
Santo Domingo Breaks With Kaiser, self Saturday night and Sunday mornLondon. Santo Domingo has brok-ke- n ing when 10,000 persons.' parading up
'diplomatic relations with' Ger- and' down the. streets, demanded the
many; a Renter dispatch from Berlin lives of the six persons they suspected of complicity in the crimV ,
.
reported.

Additional Camps Chosen for Guard.
Washington. Waco, Port Worth
and Houston,' Tex, Fort Sill, Okla,
Demlng. N. M., and Linda Vista, Cal.,
have been approved as additional
camps for. National Guard mobilization.

Nearly Hundred Plead Guilty.
Rockford, III Pleas of gvIUy were
made by nearly 100 men held for al
leged ref asal to register under the selective service law when they were arraigned before a United States commissioner here and in Belvidere.

Injunctions Only to Government.
Washington. Injunctions against labor onions under the -- Sherman antitrust law can be secured only by the
government, and not by private persons, tbe Supreme Court decided..

Socialists Denied Passports,
Idaho Quota Complete..
Minister o( the Interior Or. Rome.
Washington.T-Idah- o
completed it
recruiting- quota Satur- lando has confirmed the report- that
regular
day, making the seventh state to have no passports will be given to
who wish to participate in
supplied its allotted cumber- - of War
the ftaa ferencs a8tastfolri.W
volunteers.

Ne-jap-

from
Dispatches
Washington.
American Minister Long at San Salwas
vador, while the volcano
erupting,
said part of the city bad been destroyed by fire.
Panama. Reports from Managua
and San Juan del Sur say that hundreds of lives were lost in San Salvador. Earthquakes continued all through
Friday night and volcanoes are in
eruption. All communication between
Panama and San Salvador bas been
broken.-

PLEA FOR LIBERTY BONDS.
Urges Colorado to
Defense.
Washington. Senator Shafroth of
Colorado issued the following plea for
Liberty loan subscriptions:
"Not every citizen can serve the republic on the battle line, but service,
honestly and faithfully rendered in a
thousand other directions is no less
honorable and hardly less effective to
our nation in this crisis in our history. At the outset we shall need
great stores of money to carry to success the glorious cause we have made
our own, the defense, possibly the
preservation, of democracy.
"The Liberty loan bonds of 1917
have been authorized to meet the Immediate demands for money, and it
rests with the people whether this
first engagement shall be tbe triumphant victory we hope to Tecord.
"It is to state the obvious to say
that it is the duty of all citizens to
subscribe according to their resources
to the Liberty loan bonds."
Senator

Shafroth

Do Share for Nation's

Crop Prices Double a Year Ago.
Washington. The level of prices
paid producers of principal crops on
June 1 was 99.8 higher than a year
ago and 107 above the past nine
years' average on that date, the Dereported.
partment of Agriculture
Producers of meat animals on Majr 15
received 48.4 more than a year ago
more than the average price
and 71
on that date In the last seven years.
The composite condition of all crops
below their ten-yeon June 1 was 6.8
average on that date.
Norwegian Steamer Sunk.
Christiania. The Norwegian steamship Bolista, 1,701 tons gross, was torpedoed off the Spanish coast June 3rd.
The crew was landed.
New Spanish Premier Accepts.
Madrid. Eduardo Dato accepted the
post of premier, succeeding the Marquis Prieto.
.
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war Line.
France; June 11.
A number of officers .of Mai ben.
John J. Pershing's staff have' arrived
hero to begin the work of organising
the bases- - of' the American' army in
U. 8. Forces on

.

Boulogne-Sur-Me-

France.
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Italian-Socialist- s

SUmp Tax Put on Bank Cheeks. .
IiHlbn- - Recent reports iUt
Washington. New .stamp .taxes pi 2
cents on bank checks and drafts of
Spencer .Churchill; 'former
more than $5, to raise from- - $8,009,000 first lord of the admiralty, was"t$ reto I10,000,00 were written into the ceive a government' potHfolhx, are" corwar tax bill by the Senate finance roborated' by the Patt If all' 'Gaiette.
says he will succeed
committee.
of the
Viscount Cpwdray as chairman,
'
British' air "board.
Franco Names Ambassador.
Rumanians. and Swiss Send Missions.
Paris. Joseph J. .Noulens, former
Order 160 Wooden Ships. '
Washington. Rumania is sending a minister of finance former minister
The Shipping Board
Chambei
member
war
the
Washington.
and
of
of
hers
and
commission
diplomatic
Switzerland is reported to bar s of Deputies from Gere, has been ap- announced that contracts for IN
woodem ships had been let,
pointed ambassador at Petrograd.
group oa tho way.
Ax Murder Case Set

for.Sept 4th.
Red Oak, 'Iowa. Trial of the Rev.
Lyn George 1. Kelly, itinerant evangelist, charged with the VUlisca ax
murders of 1912, was definitely set for
Sept. 4th in the District Court here
by Judge Woodruff on motion of counsel for the state.
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horrible 'under the sinister glow. The
If torn by a great seisTWENTY-SI- X
mic disturbance. It was not a single
LATE
FOOD SUPPLY NEEDS TO BE INCREASED
shock. The force of the explosion
actually set the earth rocking to and
fro, and under the Influence of the
Details of Important Allied Vic
(Prepared by the United State Depart- the pigs retard the growth of the
ment of Agriculture.)
giant guns, which Immediately began
Sows must be bred before the end ot young sow, but this permanent retard'
to roar from far and near, the tremtory Before Ypres.
June if full litters are to be obtained. atlon of growth Is small and of minor
bling continued indefinitely. It was
REGISTRATION RETURNS INDIThe pigs will then come before the importance when the sow will produce
3:10 o'clock when this final terrific Weatern Nawapaper Union Nawe Sarvlce,
good litter of pigs.
CATE UNITED STATES, HA8 V
last
week in October, and will have atDKNVBK
bombardment
MARKET!.
OLD SCORE
began.
IS WIPED OUT
(By E, O. SELLERS, Acting Director ot tained growth enough to be able to
Obtain Large Litters.
TO MAKE UP ARMY.
It has seemed that the battle of the
960,580
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Cattle.
shift for themselves before cold weath-,e- r
Larger utter are obtained by flush
Somme attained the ultimate in thi Steer fnnln fed monA to'
Bible Institute.)
arrives.
If the breeding can be ing sows before breeding.
This la
11.10
11.60
choice
of war weapons, but
(Copyrlaht, 1917, Weatern Newspaper Union.)
Capture of Messlnes Rldgei Peculiarly close assembly
done In early June or In May, so much done by feeding In such a way a to
(pulp ad), (air to 10.75
this sudden outpouring on Messlnes Steera
Hood
It
Wae
Scene
the
Gratifying, at
have the ..bows putting on weight at
the better.
GALLSOON TO BE ISSUED
10.00QI10.60
ridge was beyond all calculation. The Heifers, prime
LESSON FOR JUNE 17
of Former Brltlih Defeat
Under no circumstances, this year, the time of breeding. The suckling
(pulp red), good to
lighter field guns far forward set up a iuw
choice
.60fl0.26
Defeneea Shattered.
should breedable sows be carried over sow should have her pigs weaned
THE RISEN LORD.
perfect curtain fire, under which the Cows (pulp fed), fair to
8. 2509.25
ood
...
the summer unbred. The food supply shortly before being bred. Her udder
assaulting troops trudged confidently Cows,
.
canners
7.(0 FIGURES 8HOW ESTIMATES OF
(.00
and cutter
I.RS80N TEXT-Jo- hn
needs to be Increased, and under
should be dried up by a reduction of
With the British Armies In France, to their allotted goals. Farther back veai calves
1z.50im.zi
GOLDEN TEXT But now la Chriat n-sense
.60
.76
June 7. In one of the most elaborately the
CEN8U3 FOR VARIOUS STATES
management, fall litters are feed. She should then be flushed and
heavies began to Bulle
risen from the dead, and become the nrat
feeders and dockers, good
In a few days can usually be bred. Affruit of, them that slept. I Cor. 15:20.
profitable.
planned and daringly executed ma' pour out torrents of high explosive
to choice
CLOSE TO REGISTRATION.
(.00 10.00
The death of Christ made a deep
neuvera of the war Sir Douglas Hnig's shells on the German trenches and Feeder and atockera, fair
Scruples over breeding Immature ter breeding, the sow should be
to good
1.250 9.00
forces have dealt a mighty blow communications, while still other guns Feeder
Impression upon the beholders (Luke sows should be forgotten. While In watched to be sure she has caught. If
comand
23:48, 40). Joseph, who seems to have normal times most hog raisers do not she has not, 21 days later she will
mon to fairatockera,
against the German line In Belgium,
7.000 8.26 Weatern Nawipapar Union Newe Service.
enough to win any ordinary battle-conf- ined
been a secret disciple, obtained the breed the gilts earlier than eight again show indications of beat and can
and been rewarded with notable gains
themselves solely to the task
Hon.
Washington, June 11. Official re- body, nnd gave It burial
In terrain and the capture of more of deluging German guns and gunners Good
(Mark 15: months of age. There are thousands again be bred.
16.40
16.25
turns
from
the
various states on
hog
In Mark's record we have the of young gilts farrowed last fall and
A good purebred boar should be
than ,5,000 prisoners and numerous in baths of gas fired In shells of evTuesday's registration and estimates story of the
winter which will take the boar and used, preferably of the same breed as
Sheep.
guns of various caliber. In addition ery conceivable caliber.
discovery of the resurrecfrom states where the official count
Lamb
,
1.0017.00
tion by the women, nnd Matthew tells
The effect of this counter battery Ewe
they Inflicted heavy casualties on the
18.00 has not been
12. 00
completed, follow:
us how his enemies dealt with thnt
11.60
Germans.
10.00
work was not appreciated until later Shorn ewe
14.60
Shorn
War
DeDt.
13.00
lamb
Be sure to use a good harmony
fact.
The Germans, though apparently
In the day, when the Infantry sent
State
Return. Estimate. of the four
aware that the blow was coming and back word that their progress had
Alabama(official).
HAY AND UHAIN MARKET.
214.795
206,000
gospels In presenting all
Arizona
40,000
34,814
of these lessons, else some Important
P. O. B. Licnver, Carload Price.)
seemingly prepared to meet It, were not been hampered by the enemy arArkansas
120,00!!
158,478
detail will be overlooked.
driven from their nearly three years' tillery and that their casualties
Har.
California
363,680
3r lion 112,577
Prices per Ton.
Colorado
I. Mary's Visit to the Tomb (vv.l-10hold on Messlnes ridge, opposite "poor amounted to virtually nothing.
107,000
ColoradoBuying
21.00(925. 00 Connecticut
upland
,
157.287
160,000
old Ypres. Ypres la a sense was
The Sabbath ended at sundown,
Nebraaka uplund
20.00021.00
Delaware
Enemy Signals for Help.,
21,864
29,826
2d Bottom, Colo, and Nebr..l9.0021.00
Dlst.
and the shops were then open, nnd
32,247
86,930
avenged today, for Messlnes ridge has
Great black observation balloons Timothy
22.0024.00 Florida of Columbia.. 105.000
106,676
been the vantage point from which the had stolen skyward during the din of South Park, choice
26.00
Mary Magdalene was able to purchase
23.00
245,000
274,892
21. 00 24.00 Georgia
Germans have poured torrents of shells the newly begun battle. In the wood UunnUon Valley
31.000
spices with which to nnolnt th dead
Idaho
62,030
7.00 Illinois
Straw
6.000
642.563
625,000
nto the stricken city. The British also back of the windmill spring birds,
body of Jesus, There Is strong prob2Mi.9ixi
Indiana
Grain.
260,011
wiped off an old score against the Ger awakened by the deafening clamor, Oat, Nebr., 100 lba., buying
ability thnt the women paid a visit
2.45 Iowa
205.000
212.882
2.40 Kanaag
to the tomb late on
187,000
mans, for they held the ridge in Octo had begun to sing Joyously. Like so Colo, oats, bulk, buying
180,183
Saturday (Matt.
Corn chop, sack, selling
8.18 Kentucky
204.998
204,000
-ber, 1914, and with very thin forces, many children who have come into the Com,
s:i, it. v.). Starling the next morn8.15 Louisiana
In Back, aelllng
150,000
171,883
and virtually no artillery, fought blood- consciousness of being In the midst of Bran, Colo., per 100 lb., selling . 1.90 Maine
"while
wns
ing,
It
63,687
(5,000
yet dark" (v. 1),
112,000
126,200
Maryland
ily but vainly to hold it when the Prusthey came to the tomb to perform this
the war, these birds regarded the apMassachusetts
277,286
350,000
Flour,
sian troops massed: their modern nnd palling noise of the battle as a normal
last
service
of love. Jesus had no
825.000
828.154
Micnigan
6.15
Hungarian patent
246.061
Minnesota
240,000
need of such service (Matt. 16 :27 ; 20 :
overpowering weapons of war against condition of life.
125,000
177,606
Mississippi
Dreaaed
It.
Poultry.
The smoke of the giant mines ex
Missouri
325.000
826,01 10), but the women were rewarded by
Montana
Prisoners taken declared that the ploded along the battle front mean- Turkeys, (leaa 10 Commission.)
75,000
73,464
receiving the first glimpse of the risen
fancy dry picked ..28 030
Nebraska
106,000
129,953
bombardment of Vimy ridge was time rose In great, curling plumes to- Turkey, old
Lord. There were five appearances on
torn
23 026
Nevada
12,500
16,660
17
018
child's play compared with the gunfire ward the sky and was punctuated by Turkey, choice
this first dny of the week: (1) to Mary
New Hampshire .... 35,000
36,678
23 025
Hen, fancy
New Jersey
302,806
309,562
turned Upon Messlnes ridge.
18
red signals for help from the stricken Ducka, young
Magdalene, (2) to the "other women,"
020
New Mexico
34.(10(1
34,882
CHAMPION POLAND-CHIN14
Ueese
80W FROM MI830URI.
018
(3) to Peter; (4) to those on the way
New York
Germans In the front and support Koonter
Triumph for Artillery.
1,040,000
1,100.206
12
014
209.000
North
Carolina
194,066
to Emniaus, and (fl) to the ten disThis fire reached its' climax Just lines. Never was the air filled with
should be bred this spring. By breed- the sow or of that breed which preNorth Dakota
65,000
77,040
Live Poultry.
as dawn was graying the eastern skies more frantic notices of danger. The
ciples, Thonms being absent.
Ohio
498,986
(60,000
ing them tills spring the feed given dominates In the sow. This will result
(Price net ROB. Denver.)
215.312
Oklahoma
and while the full moon was still' sus- entire horizon glowed with red balls
200,000
None
of
these
to
seemed
Je19
expect
them through the summer will have In a more uniform lot of pigs and an
021
Hen, fancy, lb
879.378
950,300
Pennsylvania
sus
SO
to
be
of fire sent up by the nervous Ger orouera, per lb
for
pended high In the heavens.
had
each
risen,
they
Rhode Island ...... 68.802
60,790
been more completely devoted toward upgrading of the breeding herd. For
10
Kooster
012
The attack was accompanied by all mans.
to
failed
listen
South
137.861
to
Carolina
140,000
and
his
ponder
food
It will help to pro- the young gilts and small sows a
024
Turkeya, 10 lb, or over ....22
South Dakota
67.790
50,000
the arts and deviltries of latter-dawords. The extent and genuineness of duce aproduction.meat
More and more British airplanes be Duck,
14
016
young
200.000
Tennessee
196,497
greater
supply nnd a sup- breeding crate may be necessary if
10
war. The enemy guns and gun crews gan to make their appearance. One Ueeae
012
the
affection
of
women
the
is
in
Texas
found
410,000
425,329
ready for market six months ear- the boar be large.
Utah
66,000
64,48
bad been bathed for days In gas shells flew over the lines, the flashes of the
thut they went to serve Jesus when ply
lier than if they were not bred until
27.863
KB.
sow should be fed a
The
Vermont
26,826
Rent over by the
British guns being reflected brilliantly on its Ekb.
graded No. 1 net, F. O. 31
apparently all hope had failed (I Cor. full. Breeding such young gilts will ration pregnant of
218,000
311,383
Virginia
B. Denver
and
032
consisting
135.000
R.
212,624
soon
guns.
As
13:8,
as
Washington
V.).
highly glazed wings.
Mary saw have no bad effect on the farm herd.
Egge.
graded No. 2 net, F. O.
feeds.
She should
143.868
West Virginia
140,000
B. Denver
The night was filled with red Inthe
stone
26
Under this appalling fire trudged for
rolled
away, she concluded Results at the Missouri experiment gain weight but not be made
211.401
Wisconsin
229,897
case count, mlac. case
fat Pasthat the tomb had been rifled, and station show that the
27,3X0
13,000
cendiary flames. Shells that spurted ward on the
front General Egg,
Wyoming
lea commiaaton
8.00
young pregnant ture with a small grain ration proves
lead In streams crashed In appalling Plumer's army. At many places the
hastened to report to the disciples sow continues to
grow under proper excellent for carrying the pregnant
Butter.
numbers about the heads of the de- men found German troops utterly
Washington, June 11. Twenty-si(v. 2). This report of the women to
and that the size of the litter sow until she is almost ready to far40
ex. lat grade, lb.
feeding
Creamerlee,
states
and
the
District
of
soldiers.
oClumbla,
the
dazed
and
fending
37
disciples was considered "as Idle is not appreciably reduced. Suckling row.
by the mine explosion and the Creamerlea, 2d grade, lb.
Procea
.36 037
having all told slightly more than 60 tales" (Luke 24:11). With Intense
shrapnel Are was carried out with such ordeal of the artillery fire.
31
atock
Packing
cent
of
(net)
the
per
country's population, eagerness Peter and John ran to the
rapidity that the earth writhed under
First Taet of New Warfare.
had sent In complete reports of their tomb thus reported as being robbed.
the force of the attack.
Fruit.
the ground. It burrows for a time In
Many of these troops had but recent
1.7503.25 military
of 4,716,786 John, the younger, reached the tomb
Mines that had taken two years to ly come from Russia, where they had Apples, Colo., fancy, box
registrations
the ground, Is changed Into the pupal
50 (4 3.00
cts.
..2.
Colo.,
qt.
Uooaeberrles,
men
war
fill
for
service.
with an overwhelming ex- spent 18 months and knew nothing of Gooaeberrlea, Colo,, pt. cts. ..1.2501.60 young
A FARMERS'
dig and
PATRIOTISM
first, but In reverence did not enter,
stage, and from this the mature fly
For the territory reporting the cen- only stooping to look In (vv. 4, 5).
plosive broke Into an avalanche of what actual warfare was like on the
emerges in about one month. Some
Vegetables.
flaming destruction In the half light of western front. They had bolted at the Beets, cwt
3.500 4.00 sus estimate was 6,372,596 ellglbles, Peter, the Impetuous one, rushes Inclaim that the egg hatches on the hair
The shortest definition of
dawn. This was Indeed an Ypres day first mine explosion and had only been Carrot, cwt
1.500 2.00 and on the basis of the returns it was side, nnd sees the linen clothes lying,
and the larva makes its way directly
.12
for
lb
one's
is
service
100
Cauliflower,
patriotism
of retaliation and victory for the gathered together In groups by their Onloha, table, dos
the skin.
200 .25 calculated the grand total ot registra- and the napkin that had been about
through
country.
, vicious sufferings of two years and noncommissioned officers when the Potatoes, cwt
the head carefully folded and lying In
6.250 6.60 tion probably would be a little move
Grubs cause cattle to fall off a little
in
There
are
which
many ways
eight months.
British appeared out of the smoke and
than 9,000,000 In place of the 10,264,-00- 0 a place by Itself (v. 7). This apparIn flesh and milk, and they greatly deHIDES AND PELTS.
you can serve your country
Gunners Strip to Waist
shells and made them prisoner.
as forecast by the census experts. ently insignificant detail Is one which
predate the value of the hide. It la
:
while
are
some
Here
at
home.
Dry Hide.
It was a day of Intense heat, and the
The reports show white registra- Is really significant, Inasmuch as It
They said they had been given to Flint
well to press out the grubs,. using a
Plant a larger garden than
butcher, per lb. ..'. ..37 039
shows
tomb
thnt
the
not
had
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under contracts of sale for the above described tracts will be given on or before
Or'oher 1st.' 1917.
Witness my hind and the official seal
of the State Lnnd Office this 28th day
of May, A. D., 1917.
?RVIEN.
ROBT. P
Commissioner of Public Lsnda,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication June I, 1917.
Last Publication August 3, 1917.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

NOTICE

LUNA COUNTY.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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peonle of this.. countrv are forever; ihfiriyt
320 acres.
niihlisn Klltl- - all overmajns
9.W., containing
The improvein line issue anH puuiiMi
it.
town. We are improving the price they brought was a sub- orf,.rniinir . vn ant service.
on this land consist of well, fencments
nVlit here in Iweiser advertisements in another.
Citizen
Mr. Morris is now
stantial
rapidly.
Clayton
figure.
ing, clearing, and plowing, value $564.50.
The liquor interests are bad, but
whose sons
Sale No. SS7. SFM Sec. 28. T. 26S., R.
F manv
quite heavily engaged in the cattle
The improve
9W., containing 160 acres.
X, brothers will breathe manv a 'their money is good, eh?
Mendelaon Retiree.
business, he being the owner of a
on this land consist of barn, welt,
ments
Hypocrits.
Cross
Red
M. R. Mendelson, of Raton, who considerable number of cattle before
the
for
of
thanks
and
fencing.
clearing,
plowing, value
praver
$1,007.50.
for many years has conducted one he purchased the Howard herd and
l,iri'nir
the comintr lew
Prohibition
Booze.
For
No.
Sale
SSI,
and
SWNEU,
WSEM, SEj
of the largest gnd most successful brand. Gallup Herald.
a fond parent and brother
Minv
SEU Sec. 26, T. 26S., R. 9W.t containing
.
11 The Farmington Enterprise is real mercantile
ii ine
in the southwest,
i a ik eim- stores
160 acres. The improvements on this lana
ano sister
will
ranyinn
to the fact has decided to
c
mean, calling attention
in a- few
consist of two wells, barn, fencing, clear
pD.l
.
relinquish merchandixt
norii ui .1.
il
i :
mcan.au
ing, and plowing, value $570.
and close up his large establishmonlhs after reports begin coming jh.tion
sing
Sale No. K. S'A Sec, 8. T. 26S., R. 10W.,
x
in one column and publishes ment in that city. Mr. Mendelson
120 acres.
in 'mm foreion lands of what this
There are no imcontaining
booze
advertisements
in another,
for
on this land.
is doing
Raa
remain
of
to
resident
provements
noble organization
expects
NE
was
Sec.
12, T. 36S., R.
And
reminds
Sale
No
this
that
it
Mt.
us,
ton, and doubtless will participate in
their ick or wounded ones. The- with much satisfaction
The improve11W., containing 160 acrea.
that we
the activities of the city with as
Innws this, and every- iticed
on this land consist of fencing,
Red Cro
ments
a short much interest as when in
the announcement,
value, $25.
business
who knows the Red Cross
Sale No. Ml. N4 Sec. 1, T. 28S., R. 6W.,
there.
Remember it isn't only time ago. of a series of religious
knows tbis
containihg 340.38 acres. The improvements
BOY that the organization vices to be held in Santa Fe. for if
on this land consist of house, barn, well
in our humble opinions there is a
Erected New BuUZir.z.
windmill, and fencing, value $651.
mav be ca'lcd upon to n.trsc andon the top of Gods footstool The National Garage
Sale No. MZ, S4 Sec. 1. T. 28S., R. 6W.,
hundreds of thons- P'a
Co.. of Ra
re for-- bnt
320 acres.
The improvement
containing
of
needs the prayers
righteous ton, has erected a new building ad
on this land consist of fencing, and clearands of other hoys who will be that
rhe
of
the
it is
Holy Faith. jacent to the buildinpj Which has been
city
$321.
value
ing,
nhicrt to the same dangers as your men.
7338
Socorro Chieftain.
Sale No.. M3. SWW Sec. 30. T. 28 S.. R.
used for its business on North Sec
must fice.
163.01
acres.
The Im
6W., containing
ond street. The entire floor space of A.
Tbis noble work cannot be carried
provementa on this land consist ot a well,
$3
Evl
Liquor Traffic,
value $500.
the new building is devoted to the
on for nothing. Funds are necessary;
Sale No. M4. SEU See. 33. T. 28S.. R.
n
storage of patrons cars and the ac
to do what the Red Cross is called: ficThe evil result of isthe liquor
The improveThis ranch is five miles north of Lamy and eight miles south
7W., containing 160 acres.
a matter
of comodation of tourist traffic.
to do. Remember it is not a
amongi Indians
ments on this land consist of resvrvoir.
the
white
concern
to
cannot
citizens
It
$210.
and
value
fencing,
great
ditch,
of Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico, on the line of the Santa Fe
government organization.
Sale No. ICS. M- - W Sec 13. T. 28S.. K.
Promise of Big Crop.
look to the government for funds, of the country, both for the reason
The improve7W., containing 160 acres.
are
in
that
in
interested
Recent
Fe
in
Colfax
Santa
of
the
rains
properly
people,
railroad,
they
is
orcanizafion
an
give
coun,ty
County.
It
ments on this lnnd consist of fencing and
of
red
and
for
the
the
its
for
$300.
value
man,
time
this
at
tip'ift
the
of
it
looks
to
peoole
promse
plowing,
large
very
jnd
Sale No. Mt, SW
Sec 10. T. 28S., R.
It is all stock fenced with the exception of one and one-ha- lf
It the further reason that the impov- - crops, partcularly where they are
Cno-- .c
(nr its maintainence.
There are no
8W., containing 160 acres.
on
rcfiitires a tremenduoiis amount of erishment of the Indian means that augmented by a good irrigation. The
land.
this
miles on the north where it joins some'rented land. .
improvements
.
5
ne winummateiy Dccome a cnarge apple crop in this vicinity-wil- l
Sale No. N7. MWtt. fcWK Sec. J. T.
be the
mmey to conduct the work, ann
28S..
R. 8W.. containing 242.33 acres. The
It is most abundantly watered and has the finest pasturage ; the
next week it is gointr to ask tne upon tne tax payers ot tne several largest tor several years past, and in
improvements on this land consist of house,
some instances it is estimated that it
well, and clearing, value $250.
people of the United States to pro- - states
soil being a rich adobe, which is also highly adapted for agriculture.
Sec 14,
Sale No MS, N'4 Sec. 13, NE
vine it wtn a wir rcenci ruiiu "i- GREATEST MILITARY RENDEZ-la- wiil be approximately 75 per cent
T. 29S.V R. 7W., containing 480 acres. There
r abeve last year. Small grains are
This means one dolSIOOIOOOTOOO
A
are
no
on
this
land.
on
sheltered
the
which
improvements
runs
the
Santa
Fe
east, through
valley
VOUS WEST OF CHICAGO. doing exceptionally well and beans
for practica'ly every person in
Sale No. Mt, SE
Sec II, T. 29S., R.
are growing as never before. Where
There are no
7W., containing 10 acres.
th- - countrv.
M'tiv of our
Transcontinental
affords
Trail,
a
(the
great,
magnifiHighway)
on
land.
this
13.
thotiSnn
improvements
in former years some of the ranches
Diego, June
to nnv one dollar.
Forty
,:it 1.. .,nrn1
All of Sec. 16, T. 25 S., R.
No.
Sale
f7t.
sand
United
in
States infantrymen,, produced only enough feed for the
all directions and the valley furnishes the best of shelter
cent road
bnt in?nv others w'l be able, and
There are no
10W., containing 640 acres.
e
...III r!ir a nri-a- t
deal more than one ers, aviators, bluciackets and
places, this vear the croos are
improvements on this land.
in
for
stock
bad
weather.
1, 4, SEMf
Src.
No.
6,
tots
SW&
Sale
171,
the
various
to
,
attached
a
how
nes,
of
view
But
with
marketing!
doi'ar toward the
1. NENW54
Sec. 18, T.
RWtf Sec 7,
Sec.
All
Sec
of
W.,
SX
?ftR., R.
mpnv of n are tcre who would tary and naval camps near San Die- them early in fall. The Chase ranch
I,
is
acre
than
and
land
land
state
far
to
Cheaper per
superior
any
KHSWH Sec. 4. All of Sec 10. NVS.
not be hspnv to pav one dol'nr or rro. will play a prominent part in the will plant more than forty acres of j JL
SWM.
SWSE!4J Sec. 11, NWtf.
now being offered. Possession given in six months from date of sale.
ten dollars if w- - knew nositivclv Friendship Fiesta" to be held here Mexican beans.
NKEM. S'SEH, SEJ4SWK Sec 12. Ei
4
inc'usive.
The orchads have all been sprayed ?
that the amount we paid was going June
SKH. WWNWM Src 13. SMHEX. NWU
Write for fuller information to Santa Fe Realty Company, or
XV Sec 14, T. 20S., R. WW.. EXSFM Sec.
to save the life of some boy we' san Litego now is tne greatest mi-- 1 several times and tin ess some other
33.
S'A Sec. 34, All of Sec 35, T. I9S., R.
on
and
naval
rendezvous
the elements enter into the program, the
knew or to make death easv for- btary
call on Ixirin C Collins or Carl A. Bishop at suites 17 or 19 Catron
I0W.. containing 4.660.10 acres.
The im
ve him. o- Pacific coist and is the onl
city fruit crop will be larger than for
him if it cou'd not
on this land consist of well,.
provements
even to provide the comforts and west of Chicago where Uncle Sam's many years past. Cimarroa Ncv
windmill, ana fencing, value si.us.
Block, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sale No. 172. bWM Sec 5. T. Z35.. K
uuzen.
the tnt nnre ot nome ior mm mji nsnm" ic uciiig iiumtu
WU
containinfi 160 acres: Selected for
1
while off fighting our battles for 'service on the western front with
Runta Fe and Crant Oontv R. R. Bond x (Fund. There are no improvements on this
the allies. Visitors to the Friendship
,
Farming at French.
XatVataafcaiafcafc
land.
TTTTT1 atlv
.
calls on von Fiesta will have an oppartttnity to It is estimated that about 12,000
When the committee
Sale No. 17J, S Sec 19, T. 2S., R. 8W
YOUTf
M'TR. enioy three days of merriment and acres will be in cultivation on the
wV fTTVF.containing 322.68 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of two wells and
HOWKVFR SMAT.L TT MAY BF will be able to obtain an intimate French Tract this year, "mostly in
clearing, value $1,324.
THIS MTTE AS LARGE AS view of every branch of the nation's .beans," as one farmer laughingly put
Sale No. 174, SWtf Sec 4, .T. H6S., R.
it. Crops of all kinds will be grown,
10W
POSSIBLE, BUT GIVE IT, AND fighting forces.
containing 160 acrea. Selected lor
!

'Most convenient Hotel in Denver for Shopping.
Only block from Denver Dry Goods Company.
Only V2 blocks from Lewis Dry Goods
Only 24 blocks from Joslin Dry Goods
Only blocks to Daniel Fisher Dry Goods
Only blocks to the main theatres and all the
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED
ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.
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meals are both
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings
and operate
They are making substantial improvements all
through the house in furnishings and service.
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TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.
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GRANT LANDS FOR SALE

Acres in the South End of the De Vargas
Grant; Per Acre.
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RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room attractive and prices very
modest. The
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Bala No. lee. All of See. U, Lota
to the previsions of aa Act of Congress, at hia optioa make pay meats of oot less unpaid balaace at the expiratioa of thirty mi oi sec u, nyt Bee. J), NWM, afcM oca,
th Improvement! that ealst on the
of ainety-fiv- e
NEKSEJ4
Sec. 14, NMNEM, approved June 30, 1910, the laws of the thsn
4, EXNEX.
per cent yeara from the date of the coa tract, with 34, WW. Sec 3S. T, 30S,, R. UvV..
laaa.
Sea.
Excent for lands selected for the Santa NEMNVVIa See. 34, VVViSEtf Sec 31. T. State of New Mexico and the rules sod of the purchase price at aay time after interest oa deferred payments at the tate 3, T. 21 S., B. 15W., containing 2,365.43 acre,
Pa and Grant County R. - R. Bond Fund, 25N., K. 33E., Lota 1, 3. 1. 4, BKSWM regulations of the Ststs Land Office, the i he ssle and prior to 'he expiration of of four per cent per annum payable ia of which
acres were selected for the
SW
18.
30.
of
All
Sec.
.
See.
of
from
will
of
Public Lewis
ofler thirty yeara
date
the coatrict, advance oa the anniveraary ol the date of Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Boad
sec Jt, l Commissioner
the aucceaaful bidder mutt pay to the
sue improvements on tbis Una
Cjmmiaaioner of Public Landa, or hia agent 2SN., K. 24E., Lota 1, 4, SEM Sec.35. 36, at Public Sale to the highest bidder, at 11 and id provide for the paymeat of any contract, partial paysaeata ta to credited runa.
T. o'clock, A. M., oa Wedacsduy, June 30th, unpsid bslance at the expiratioa of thirty on the anniversary ol the date of contract conaiat of house,
of the NEUNVVU. NMNEtf. Lota 1. 3 Sec.
holding euch sale,
barn, well, windmill, corVI
towa of Mora, County ol ore. years from the date of the contract, with next following the date of taader.
rals, tanks, and fencing, value VJUV.
price offered by him for the land, four 35N., R. 33E., containing 3.631.06 acres. The 1917, ia oftheNew
The aale of lands selected for Ike Santa Sale No. Ma, SWuNEM, SHNWja. KEU
ia front of the interest on deferred paymenta at the rate
Mexico,
per cent intercat in advance for the balance improvementa oa thia land conaiat of fcac State bouse
desFe
of
court
four per ceut per annum payable in
and Grant County R. R. Boad Fund NWM, NW 8WK,
of euch purchaae price, the fees for adtherein, the following
4
la, value ataa.
31, TK 30S7,
advance on the anniveraary of the date of will be subject to the above terma and R. J7VV., NyiSM
tracta of lead, via:
Sec 31. T. 31S.. B. 1SW.;
appraieement ana an coeta Sale No. 117. Lot 1 Sec. . T. Ml.. B. cribed
yemaing ana
ate Na. Ml. WMNWM Sec L T.
incidental
to the aale herein, and each and J7E., containing 40,1a acrea. The imarove-al- l
contract, partial payments to be credited conditions except that the auceeaaful bid- KVSNEVi, NiiSEJi Sec 2, T. 31S., B. 17W.
of aaid amounta muat be deposited ia menu on thia land conaiat of well and H 3- i- NEJ4SEM, SWMNWM Sec. 34, NV6S)i on the anniverssry ol the date of contract der muai aav at the time of ult one. EX Sec 5, T. 328., R. I5W., containing
tenth of the purchaae price aad four per cent 917.71 acres, of which 160 acrea were select-e- n
,
next following the date of tender.
,
caah or certified exchanae at the time of lencing, vaiua
The aale of lands stlected for the Santa interest in advance for the balaiu.e of
acrea.
There are no isaprovemeate oat
sale no. na, swmsbm aec Ja, T.
for the Santa Fe aad Great Cooaty
aale, and which said amounta and all of
Fe and Grant County
K. R. Bond Fund such purchase price and will be required Railroad
thc-are aubject to forfeiture to the State R. 37E., contaiaing 40 acrea. There are aw the above described tract of land.
Bond Fund.
The imoroveaaenta
will be aubject to the above terma and tu execute a contract providing for the on thia land conaist of two house
ol Sec 17, T. 1N
Sata No. m, NWK Sec. SO. T. 26S.. R. of New Mexico if the aucceaaful bidder does improvementa on thia above described tract R.Sale Na. MI, AU 640
a, cor- acrea. There are conditions except that the auccessful bid payment, of the balance of euch purchase
ME., containing
The improve- not execute a contract within thir'y days of taad.
wen
9W
ana
,uur
containing 160 acrea.
winumuie. ana leac- h
Sec. 34, T. ao improvements oa the above described der must pay at tne time ol aale
price in thirty equal, annual inetallments ing, value $3,575.
menta on thia land conaiat of well, fenc- after it haa been mailed to him bv the Sale No. TN, EM, EHWK
of the purchase price and four per cent with interest on all deicrrcd paymeots at
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide 2aN., R. 36E., containing 430 acrea. laere tract of land.
i m
i.! H. aaa All f C..
ing, and clearing, value $512.
. that the nurciiaaer may at hia oDtion make are
no improvementa on tne aoove oca1
Sale Ne. (73, SWtfSEM, SEKSYVK, Sec. interest in adrance fur the balance of the rate of four per cent per annum in ilUW., All of see. , T. 20S
Sale No. 17., N KJ4 Sec. a, I. ens.,
l 21W., b'wif
. w.v.i such purchase pi ice and will be required
, t now m oc.. o,
J He improve- - paymenta
advance, payintnta and interest due on ,VIAL W
JT
crioed tract ot land,
IC
9. .7-Ejo
ol not leaa than
T . aw.,
7W.. containing 160 acrea.
j,ic
R. to execute a contract
T. lyN
1st ol eacn year.
25.
containing
providing for the uctoner
per cent of the purchase! Sale No. 74a, SEjaNWM, NFJ4SWM, NVVjaJlt. 36E., NKXSe Sec.
menta on this land consist ol noute ana of ninety-fiv"
men ,in
I he
C
of
rnimisaior.cr
balance
30.
ol
of
5735
4.
such
of
Sec.
ihe
Public
NV4SVVM
T.
R.
Sec.
Sec.
Lands
WViSK
E..
31,
and
Lots
aale
I"
time
SEX
1,
after
the
35E.,
37N.,
paym.nt
purchase Vcw
s ,n,,
price at any
priori
plnwinir. value $200.
Lou"t
Railroad
0ri""
Mexico, or his agent, holding
in thirty equal, annual installments
S., R. to tne evpiration ol
years irom date sec. e, i. tn,, n. at., r.nw;a, aec. V,NWH Sec. 34, T. 1VN., R. 3tE., contain price
Sale No. neo, NWX Sec. 36. T.
th"
with interest on
deferred payments at sale, reservts the right to 'reject aSy lit
and ''un,u JU"J:
The improve- - of the contract, andtnirty
to provide for the ' 31, T. 38N., R. 26E., containing 380.W acrea ing 4U7.02 acres aelccud torI tlie ba-n7W., containing 160 acrea.
JWj-swUond Fund. the rate of, four per cent pef annum in all bi.l. offered at said aale.
Possession
for Santa Fe and Grant County Fe and Grant Cuunty Railroa
i1!"! '
..n thia Innd ennsist of Well, and payment of any unpaid balance at the ex - selected
of sale for the above l
C ..
i' ,,J i V..i'
nrovementa on The improvements on the above described a.iance, p.iyinenis and interest due on under contracts
.7
P'ratiun ot thirty years trom tne date ot 'Kaiiroad Bond runa. l ne
described iracta will be given on or be- -' o',
1st of each year.
tom'wnf
'n
trough, pipe tract of land conaist of tcnciug, value October
Sale No. Ml. S!5 Sec. 25. T. 2ftS., R. 7V., the contract, with interest on deferred :this land consist of water
lu"c
IT.
The Commissioner
'mprovcmenls on
ol Public lands of frc llciobcr 1st. il7.
The improvements navmenta at the rale nf four ner cent ner 'line, and fencing, value SlbO.
tint land.
containing 320 acres.
New
Witness
or
his
hand
such
and
Mexico,
Ne.
Stc.
seal
SEMSEH
the
official
Sale
No.
NEK,
Sec.
my
in
T.
on
Sale
annum
31,
anni
of
741,
the
advance
holding
well,
agent,
NyiNH
74,
2,
.Seile No.
VS.,
on this land consist
payable
Section
2,
KSt
the Stale Land Office this 6th day SWN
i
of the date of contract next fol K. dir.., containing 157.83 acres selected for Nc.tEa Sec. 33, W.W
bee, 34, 1. sale, reserves the right to reject any and
:.. uai til1; house, T.barn,25S.. R. versary the
brc. die. SWW'tf
Set. 2A, 1'.
Possession of April, A. D. 1917.
acres. There all bids offered at said sale.
the Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad JON., k. 25E
date of tender.
lowing
K.
Sale No. M2, All of Sec. 36,
containingon
iUV.,
Jitf) acre.
The
caniaiinn
f
sate
conir.-ictinitit
ROUT.
for
P.
above
1
the
ERVIFN
R.
25S
destie?
are
no
10W., f I
he improvements on this
the above
Sec. 31, T.
sale nl lands selected for the banta Uond fund.
improvements
11W.,
Und conmt of I nc
Commissioner
described tracts will be given on or beol Public Lands, .luprovrintnts oa tlu
cribed tract of land.
The improyrmenis Fe and Grant County K. R. Bond Fund land consist of fencing, value $145.
value J(I0,
containing 720 acres.
State of New Mexico. mi;,
Sale Ne. 742. SWUSEU Sec. 4. WV4NEU.
Sale Ne. 7S. K',E, Sec. (,, All of Sec, fore October 1st, 1917.
SV
on this land consist of well, windmill, will be suliiect to the above terms and
aaJe
No.
HJ7,
I
SWNWU Srfl.
XtX,
Publication
31
K.
13,
l'M7,
irst
Witness my hand and the oficial era)
R. 26E., con-mu- 7, NEH, NLJ4NW54
Sec. 18. T.
April
N'.,
that the successful bidder NWJ,SFljj Sec. 9, T. 37N
i'. isi., K. lb ,, cuiataiQiijjj SO ...ret
.X',
engine, reservoirs, trough, fencing, and conditions except
There are I the State Laud Office this 6th day I art rublicaiinn June 15, 1917.
pay in cash or certified exchange at taining 160 acres. There are no improve-th- e 25E., containing SrJ.57 acrea.
ch aring, value $965.
ivItH'ti
lor the sSms Fe and t.rant Loua-- y
D
A.
o.
auov-ml.
the
will
ucscribed
of the purchase menta on this above deacribed tract ot no improvements on
April,
time of sale
Kdiiroii-- l UuntJ 1 uml.
Each of the above described tracta
Ihe impruveiuvn.a
RODT. P. ERV1E.V
tract of land.
be offered for aale eeparately.
price offered by him for the land, four land.
uii
Uiii laiU consist, oi tcac.nif, valut
Commissioner
ul ftiblic Lands,
SWX Section 34, NX
Sale No. 744,
described tracts per cent interest in advance for the balance Sale Na. 743, WMWH See. 39, T. 27N.,
No bid on the above
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
',.
vo.
New
of
Mexico.
State
for NWM Section 25,
NJ4NE, St Nr.,
of land will be accepted for less than of such purchase price and will be re- R. 27E., coma'mng 160 acrea selected
Sale No. MS, SWSEtf Sec. 8, S4NE4.
NF.4 I'irst Publication April 13, r'!7.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
KkUSWK Section 2b.
and Grant County Railroad WUSCU.
Three Dollars ($3.00) per acre which is the quired to execute a contract providing foi the Santa
'
.V,.W$, KfriiWfr ice. 17, Wyi, SytfiLji
Publication June 15, 1917.
R.
T.
35,
19E.,
23N.,
There are no improvementa NWn Section
aimraisril value thereof. And in addition the payment of the balance of auch our - Bond Fund.
6cc. 2v, Miysj hcc. Mt
PUBLIC
be.
aJ,
LAND
SALE
wya
Sec is,
bidder must pay. chase once in thirty eoual. annual nav lun the above described tract of land.
it,,, kiteeesiiful
1'.
SJ4SWJ4, KEJ4SWJ4
ooO
3Jb., K, 17YY., cuntainiuu;
acrci oi
Sale No. 744, NEXNWtf, NWNEMl,
m lncii
SEjd NEM, SEMNEU, NJ4SW, SW$SKX, Lot T.4
for the improvements that exist on the minis, with inttrcrt on all deferred pay
M0 avrres wire nciccicJ for the Sia;a
STATE OF NEW MEXtCO
LINCOLN
COUNTY
Sec. 3u,
Sec. 17, StJ Sec. Sec. 19, NWKNEK, SVaNWj
Iments at the rate of four per cent peil.N'KK, NK'jSt!4,
I c and
land.
Oram County Kailruad liumi l uud,
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
The
acres.
H.
l.rXM.ui
.
for lands selected tor tne ranra annum tn advance, payments and interest if,
20E., coniaining
US.,
Jti.. iai,
on tins laud consist ul
)fi'icc o: the Coininisoioncr of I'ublic Lands, iu- ni.piuvi-nKiHPUBLIC LAND SALE
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BECAUSE HER HUSBAND WILL NOT LET HER HELP TAKE
CARE OF THE TWINS, AND BECAUSE
IDLENESS,

ROSE HAS

DISAGREEMENT

A

WITH

SHE HATES

VERY SERIOUS
RODNEY

SYNOPSIS.
Husk Stanton marries Kodney Aldiich, a wealthy young
brief courtship, and Instiiiitly Is taken up by Chicalawyer, uftcr
go's exrluslve social set and made a part nf the pay whirl of the rich
folk. It is all new to the Kill, unci for the first few months she is
charmed with the life. And then she comes to feel that she Is living
a useless existence, that she Is a social hutterfly, u
ornament In
her hiishand's home. Hose longs to do something useful and to have
the opportunity to employ her mind and utilize her talent and education. Rodney feels much the same way himself. He thinks lie ought
to potter around In society Just to please his wife, when in reulity
he'd rather he giving his nights to study or social service of some
sort. They try to reach an understanding following the visit of two
New York friends, who have worked nut satisfactorily this same problem. Then Hose decides thut her Joli as mother is II big one, and she
looks eagerly forward to the great event, hut she hus twins and Is
unable to rare for both the babies at once.
11

nn-r-

and went on for a minute with what
she was doing to one of the twins,
us If she hadn't beard. "Doris is
quite satisfactory, madam," she said
at last. "I'd not udvlse making a
change. She's u dependable young
woman, us such go. Ut course I wutch
her very close."
"I think I can promise to be dependable," Rose said. "I don't know
much ubout babies, but I think I cun
leurn us well as Doris. Anyhow, I
enn wheel them ubout und wash their
clothes and boll their bottles and
things as well as she does. Aud you
can tell me what to do Just us you tell
her."
To this lust observation It became
evident that Mrs. Ruston meant to
muke no reply at all. She gave Rose
some statistical information about the
twins Instead, In which Rose showed
herself politely interested, and present
ly withdrew.
Rodney wore a queer expression
all through dinner, and when he got
ikmg uiuiio iu iue iiurury uucrwuru,
he explained it. Mrs. Ruston hud
given him notice, contingently. Rose
had informed her of her intention to
dispense with the service of the nurse-- ,
maid. If Rose adhered to this Intention, Mrs. Ruston must leave.
It wus some sort of absurd misunderstanding, of course, Rodney concluded, und wunted to know what It
wus ull ubout.
"I did say I meant to let Doris go,"
Rose explained, "but I told her I meant
to take Doris' Job myself. I said I
thought I could he Just us good a
nursemuld us she was. And I meant
it."
He was prowling about the room in
n worried sort of way, before she got
ns fur ns thut. "I don't sec, child,"
he exclaimed, "why you couldn't leuve
well enough alone!
If it's that old
economy bug of yours ugaln, it's nonsense. You, n spend all your time
doing menial work to save me ten
dollars a week !"
"It Isn't menial work," Rose Insisted. "It's apprentice work. After I've
been lit It six mouths, leurnlng as fust
us I cun, I'll be uble to let Mrs. Ruston
go und tuke her Job I'll be reully
competent to take cure of my own
children. I don't pretend I am now."
He stured nt her In perfectly honest
bewilderment. "You're tulking rather
wild I think, Rose," he suid very quiet

und steady ber voice was. There was
even the trace of a smile ubout her
wonderful mouth. "Do you remember
thut afternoon of ours, the very first
of them, when you brought home my
notebooks and found me asleep on the
couch iu our old back parlor? Do you
remember how you told me that one's
desires were the only motive power
he had? Well, It was a funny thing
I got to wondering afterward what
ray desires were, und it seemed I
hadn't any. Everything had, somehow,
come to me before I knew I wanted It.
Everything In the world, even your
love for me, came like that.
"But I've got a passion now, Rodney.
I've had It for a long while. It's a
desire I can't satisfy. The thing I
want and there's nothing In the world
I wouldn't give to get it Is, well, your
friendship, Roddy j that's a way of saying It."
Rodney started and stared at her.
The thing struck blm, It seemed, as a
sort of grotesquely irritating anticlimax.
"Gracious heaven!" he said. "My
friendship ! Why, I'm In love with you I
That's certnlnly a bigger thing."
"I don't know whether It's a bigger
thing or not," she suid. "But It doesn't
include the other."
He wus trumping up and down the
room by now. "Y'ou've got my frlend- -

is honest and disinterested?
What's
to keep you from worn! 'ring asking
questions? Love's got to be free, Roddy. The only way to make it free
Is to have friendship growing alongside It. So when I can be your part-

POWER FROM GASOLINE OR ELECTRICITY

ner aud your friend, I'll be your wife
too. But not not, Roddy, till I can
find a way. I'll have to find it for
myself.' I'll have to 'go off . . ."
She broke down over a word she
couldn't at first say, burled her face
In her arms, and let a deep, racking
sob or two have tbelr way with ber.
But presently she sat erect again
and, with a supreme effort of will,
forced her voice to utter the word:
"I've got to go off alone away from
you, and stay until I find It. If I ever
do, and you want me, I'll come back."
The struggle between them lasted a
week a ghastly week, during which,
so far as the surface of things showed,
their life flowed along In its accustomed channels. But at all sorts of
times, and In all sorts of places, when
they were alone together, the great
battle was renewed.
The hardest thing about It all for
Rose the thing that came nearest to
breaking down her courage was to
see how slowly Rodney came to realize
It at all. He was like a trapped animal pacing the four sides of his cage,
confident that in a moment or two be
would find the way out, and then, incredulously, dazedly, coming to the surmise that there was no way out. She
really meant to go away and leave him
leave the babies; go somewhere
where his cure and protection could
not reach her ! She was actually plan
ning the details of doing ltl By the
end of one of their long talks, it would
seem to ber that he had grasped this
monstrous Intention and accepted it.
But before the beginning of the next
one, he seemed to manage, somehow,
to dismiss the thing as a nightmare.
Somehow or other, during the calmer
moments toward the end, practical details managed to get talked about
settled after a fashion, without the admission really being made on his part
that the thing was going to happen at

VEHICLE USES GASOLINE OR ELECTRICITY.
A vehicle, propelled by a gasoline
motor, an electric motor or both at the
same time, appeared recently. The
new car is said to be the beginning of
a new era in motor construction.
The power pladt of the car consists
of a small
gasoline motor and an electric,
combined into one unit. The movement
of a finger lever on the steering wheel
connects the gasoline motor to the
electric generator, which cranks the
engine. Power is transmitted through
the armature shaft of the electric motor and propeller shaft direct to the
rear axle.
Ther are two levers on the steering
wheel, corresponding to the spark aud
throttle on the ordinary car. One controls the speed of the gasoline motor
and the other the electric motor.
At any advanced position of the electric lever, the first movement of the
gasoline lever starts the gasoline motor. As the lever Is moved forward It
four-cylind-

motor-generat-

causes the car to be operated more and
more on the gasoline. At a certain
point It will run as a straight gasoline
car, neither charging nor discharging
the battery. Further advance uses the
excess power to charge the battery.
Using both motors the car will develop
a speed of 40 miles an hour.
The points of the car are described
i
in this way :
It may run as aa electric, with any
of the advantages possessed by an electric. It may travel as a straight gas
car. It may travel on both gasoline
and electric power at the same time,
with the sume simplicity of operation.
The gas engine charges the battery.
The car has all the luxuriousness of
the higher class cars which have been
produced for years and looks like a
gasoline car. It has no transmission,
there is no shifting of gears and the
clutch is operated by electricity. The
makers say It will travel through mud.

JACK OPERATED BY A CHAIN
pllances that Rose couldn't guess the
uses or the names of. Mrs. Huston,
Saves Motorist From Getting Under
of course, wus master of them all,
The Dam Gives Way.
Car, Saving Hands and Clothing
She began getting her strength back and Doris flew about to do her bidFrom Dirt and Grease.
ull.
very fast in the next two or three ding, under a watchful eye.
Little
Attention
"I'd do everything I could, of course, Many People Pay
Rose surveyed this scene, just ns
days, but tlds queer kink in her emoto make it easier," she said. "We could
Getting In underneath the car with a
tions didn't straighten out. She caiuc she would hnve surveyed u laboratory,
, to Appearances.
jack, when use of such an appliance Is
have a story for people that I'd gone
to see that It was absurd monstrous or u factory where they make someto California to make mother a long
necessary, Is often accompanied by getlike watches.
almost, but thut didn't help. Instead thing
complicated,
ting the hands and clothing grease and
visit. .We could bring Harriet home
of a baby, she hail given liirth to two, That's what It wus, really. Those two
Furthermore, some jack
from Washington to keep house while SMALL PARTICLES CUT METAL
They were hers, of course, as much pink little objects, In their two severehandles are likely to fly up, letting the
I'm talking what I've learned from
I was gone. I'd take my trunks, you
us one would have been. Only, her ly sanitary baskets, were fuctory prodcar down with a bang and perhaps
see, and really go. People would sussoul, which had been waiting so ucts. At precise and unalterable In- you' she said. "Oh, Rodney, please
to
that
I'm
and
causing Injury to the motorist A new
wife
of
but
a
try
after
forget
course,
your
the
for
a
pect,
miracle
while,
Good
for
With
Its
Water
Wathlna
and
scientific
tervals,
ecstatically
Soap
highly
compound
type Is operated by a chain. When the
they'll always pretend to believe anychild which, by making her a mother, of futs und proteids was put Into that you're In love with me. Can
Will 8ave Many Dollars In Repair
Jack Is in place under the axle, haulshould supply what her life needed
them. They were Inspected, weighed, you just say : 'Here's A, or B, or X, a
thing that's comfortable."
Bills Avoid Soap on Highly
ing up the chain elevates the car. Pull"Where would you go, really?" he
her soul wouldn't couldn't accept submitted to u routine of other proc- perfectly healthy woman, twenty-twPolished Body.
ing the other way lets the car down,
demanded. "Have you any plan at
the substitution.
Those two droll esses. And In nil the routine, there yeurs old, and a little real work would
and when the Jack Is no longer needed
all?"
squirming little mites thut wus nothing that their mother, now be good for her?"
to it can be drawn
Some
attention
little
pay
people
out from under the
"1 have a sort of plan," she said. "I
She won, with much pleading, a sort "Roddy," She Said, "I Want You to
were exhibited to her every morning, they were fairly born, wns wanted for.
the
of their cars, washing automobile,
Come Over Here and Kits Me."
again by the chain. The
from him. The
think I know of a way of earning a liv- and appearance
were as foreign to her, as If they hud
Rose kept those ideas to herself of troubled
on
occasions.
rare
only
polishing
been brought Into the house in a and kept nn eye on young Doris, lis- matter could be taken up again with
ing."
A
and polishing Is necessary
ship!" he cried out. "It's grotesque
But she didn't offer to go on and tell notcleaning because
basket.
tened to the orders she got, and stud- Mrs. Ruston.
It makes the car
of
to
only
facts
the
perversion
you
say
a
Given
Rose
him
sifair
field,
When Harriet came In for the first ied ulertly what she did In the execuwhat It was, and, after a little
might have haven't."
look better but ' because it Increases
won
a
here.as
Portia
time to see her, Hose knew. Har- tion of them.
But,
victory
She smiled at him as she shook ber lence, he commented bitterly upon this life and makes for smooth running,
riet was living here now, running the
Rodney had a lovely time watching hud said once,, the pattern was cut dif head. "I've spent too many months omission.
writes H. A. Tarantous of New York
house fur lloducy, while Hose was the twins buthed. He stood about in ferently. There was a sudden alarm
In Orange Judd Farmer.
Mud and
to
and
it
fall
trying
get
myself
seeing
laid up. Doing it beautifully well, everybody's way, made what he con- one night, when her little nnmesake
on the running gear parts, such
dirt
so
to
not
oh,
know
ridiculously
Rose's point of view may teem
too, through ull the confusion of ceived to be ulluring noises, und finiilly wus found strangling with the croup, what I'm
as brakes, unlversals, etc., would be
tulking ubout, Roddy."
foolish to
women.
nurses und ull. Harriet said:
turned suddenly to his wife and said : There were seven terrifying hours al,
And then, still smiling ruther sadly,
perfectly harmless if It remained away
How do you feel about it? Im"I think you're in great luck to "Don't you want to hold them, Hose?" most unendurable hours, while the she told him
from the working parts. However,
what some of the experihave hud two ut once get your duty
A stab of pain went through her young life swung and balanced over ments
portant developments come In
the small particles work .their way to
had been some of her attempts
the next installment
to posterity done that much sooner. and tears cume up Into her eyes. "Yes, the ultlmute ubyss. The heroine of to break into
the moving parts and cut the metal
the life he kept locked
And, of course, you couldn't possibly give them to nie," she started to suy. those hours was Mrs. Ruston. That
This applies to the steering system
away from her: "I was angry at first
be expected to nurse two great creaHut Mrs. Huston spoke before she thj child lived wus clearly creditable when I found
also.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
you keeping me out,"
to
her.
tures like that."
could frame the words. It wus their
A good cleaning of the running
she said, "angry and hurt. I used to
Rose made another effort even after
Rose acquiesced. She would have feeding hour, a bnd time for them
cry about It. And then I saw It wasn't TRAPPING OF MONKEYS EASY gear with soft soap and water whenshe
was
she
she
knew
for
beaten
that,
knew, but
to lie excited, find the bottles were
though
struggled, though,
ever the mud accumulates will save
fuult. That's how I discovered
In advance. She watted until the old your
that queer trick fate hail played her. heated exactly right.
hod to be earned."
and Imitative Faculty many dollars In repair bills. Use tepid
Qreed
friendship
Curiosity,
culm
was
routine
Her heart uched.
Then,
water and be free with It. A large
I!y that time Hose's Iden hud flow
But her
to maintain that attl
of Animalt Furnish Vulnerable
When she found that struggling ered Into resolution. Hut she mustn't once more, she asked for her chance. tude of powerdetachment was about
sponge well soaped should be used to
Point of Attack.
grave
But Rodney exploded before she got
with herself, denouncing herself for Jeopardize the success of her
free the mud from Its lodgings. Do
The passion mounted in her
by
the words fulrly out of her mouth. spent.
a brute, didn't serve to bring up the trying to put It Into effect too plun
soon.
voice and In her eyes as she went on,
When we see In the street an or not use this same sponge for the body
I
feelings toward the twins thut she
n
because the small particles of sand
She waited patiently, reasonably, "No," he shouted, "I won't consider It "You thought my mind bad got full of
with his little
Jack,
She's saved that
life. You'll wild Ideas the wild Idea I was
knew any proper mother ought to for another
we seldom stop to think will cut the finish. Use soft cloth for
fortnight. Harriet, by that have to find some baby's
pet
monkey,
pulling
jack has a strong cap, affording good
huve, she burled the durk fact us time, had gone off to Washington on
way of satisfying you down from something free and fine' of the animal's nntlve home or how It cleaning.
support to the axle and a broad base
deep as she could, and pretended. It a visit, taking Rodney's heartfelt your whims that won't Jeopardize that you had been, to something that was trapped. As a matter of fact, the
Be Careful With Hose.
those babies' lives. After that bight
was only before Hodney that the pre- thanks with her. Rose
In using a hose around the car be to avoid upsetting. These jacks for
for being and monkey came from Asia, Africa or
hers
you
despised
yourself
expressed
tense wus really necessary. And with Just as
good heuvens, Rose, have you forgot hud to
as careful as possible not to get water touring cars, with a lifting capacity of
The
try to deny you were. You South America.
warmly, and felt ashamed ten that
one
come in 8, 10 and
him, really, it wus hardly a pretense that they were so unreal. She
night? I'm going to pluy it were wrong about that, Roddy.
have nostrils widely separated where Into the brake drums and other parts. sizes.ton,When
simply
ut all. He was such a child himself, mustn't let herself
raised, the heights are
"I did have an obsession, but it as the old world monkeys have them If a little care is exercised the water
to resenting safe.
get
Hose paled a little and sat Ivory still
15
in his gleeful delight over the pos- Harriet! At the end of the fortand 16
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close
with
nasal
It
thing
you
thought.
septum.
inches. An auxiliary step on the 8
In her chair. There were no miracles
session of a son und u daughter, that
for
In
these
the
mud.
to
free
an obsession that kept me quiet, and
the doctor made his final visit.
One
the
places
that
night,
might readily imagine
and
sizes adds two inches
she felt for him, tenderly, mistily, Rose had
any more. The great dam was swept contented and
especially usked Roduey to
happy, and willing to trapping of monkeys is a difficult op- washing the radiator direct the stream
height. The price of all three
luminously, the very emotion she wus be on hand to hear his report when away.
watt in spite of everything. The oh eration. However, nothing could be of the water from the rear with the greater
Is the same, $5.
trying to cupture for them felt like the examination wus over.
session was that none of those things further from the truth than this hy hood lifted or off. If this Is done no
CHAPTER XIV.
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motor
water
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"He says," Rose told her husband,
big miracle
pothesis. Monkeys
easily caught,
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kissing him, crying over him.
"thut I'm perfectly well." She turned
coming that was going to change It nil. not by heavily built traps, but by possibly into the magneto and carbuThe Only Remedy.
She wouldn't have beeu allowed to to the doctor
retor.
knuckles
Clean
the
I
was
to
steering
have a job at last a sheer Ingenuity and the simplest sort
for confirmation. "Don't
t
going
She was in the grip of on appalling
do thut to the babies, auywuy. They
that was just as real as yours
of artifices. A monkey has various vul- and even the rear axle housing. After Automobile Owner Can Make Repairs
realization. This moment this actu job
were going to lie terribly well brought you?"
I
Is
with
the
clean
in
the job of being a mother."
running gear
proceed
nerable points of attack, so to speuk;
The doctor smiled. "As fur as my
separate Compartment Tools
ally present moment that was going
up, those twins; that was apparent diagnostic resources go, Mrs.
the body.
Also Furnished.
Her voice broke In a fierce, sharp and these are cupidity, curiosity,
i
Aldrlch, to last only until she should
from the beginning. They hud two
for
speak
use
Never
over the word, but she got
soap on a highly polished
little
or greed, and a truly wonare perfectly well."
the next time was the critical mo- It backlaugh
nurses all to themselves, quite apart you
The
in control again.
idea has Invaded
body. Nothing but water should be
Rose smiled widely and contentedly ment of her life.
derful Imitative faculty.
from Miss Harris, who looked after
I was going to have a baby to keep
A trapper can take a pair of boots used. If there are mud spots they the realm of the garage, says Popular
them. "That's delightful," she
Hose Mrs. Huston and Doris, the upon
"Roddy . . ." she said.
alive with my own care. There was into the jungle, drop them down within should be soaked off with water. If Mechanics. Just as one can enter cerHe was slumped down In a big easy
maid, who were destined, it appeared,
to be responsibility and bard sight of a monkey and soon have you rub the mud while it Is hard It tain restaurants or groceries and help
chair at the other side of the table, going
to be us permanent as the babies. But
work, things that demanded courage that monkey in a cage. The boots on will cause scratching of the vurnlsh. himself and be charged with what he
a
Hose hud the genu of uu idea of her
restless
swinging
foot; drumming and endurance and sacrifice. I could bis feet appear to be the same as the
gets, so now a car owner can take his
Apply a Polish.
now and then with his fingers. Some
own ubout ihut.
When the body has thoroughly dried automobile Into one of the separate
earn your friendship with that, I said. boots he leaves; but here is where
sort
scene
was
of
Inevitable, he knew. That was the real obsession, Roddy, the
They got them named with very litmonkey is mistaken. As soon as apply a polish of some sort. The wax compartments provided In a Seattle
And he sat there waiting for it.
tle difficulty. The boy was Rodney,
and It never really died until tonight. the visitor goes away, the monkey de polishes are good, and if applied once garage, procure tools at the' garage
He thought he was ready for anyof course, after his father and grandWell, I suppose I can't complain. It's scends from some tree and thrusts bis a week will make the cars always look office, and do his own repairing. When
thing. But just the way she spoke his over, that's the main
father before h:m. Hose was a little
own feet Into the boots. The inside is bright. Liquid polishes which are he has finished he returns the tools
thing.
name startled almost frightened him,
afraid Rodney would want the gl.l
"And now, here I am perfectly nor covered with glue, and he sticks fast; sprayed upon the body can be applied to the office and is charged according
she said It so quietly, so tenderly.
mimed after her, and wus relieved to
hour. No rubbing is to the time he has occupied the room
mal and well again as good as ever. also the boots are weighted with lead In about one-hafend he didn't. There'd never in the
"Roddy," she said, "I want you to
necessary with these polishes. A wip and for the tools, he has used. These
could wear pretty clothes again and and chained together.
come over here and kiss me, and then start
world he but one Hose for him, he
The trapper may chain a gourd. ing after applying Is all that Is need private repair spaces can be locked so
going out just as I did a year ago.
go back and sit down In that chair People would admire me, and
said. So Ilose named the girl I'ortlu,
that one can safely leave his work and
be filled with corn or some other eatable, ed.
you'd
again."
For the upholstery use a mixture of return and finish it later. If a helper
They kept Rose In bed for three
pleased, and you'd love me as much to a heavy log. Mr. Monkev cornea
He went a little pale at that. The as ever, and It
weeks ; flat on her buck as much as
would all be like the along, tastes the food, relishes' It, and half Unseed oil and half vinegar for is desired, one can be secured at a
swing of his foot wns arrested sud; paradise it was last year, except for wants more. There is no limit to bis brightening up the leather. Apply It specified rate.
possible, which wus terribly irksome
n
for
to her, since her strength and vital
moment, he made no one
denly. Ktit,
The one
is that if 1 greed. He thrusts his hand into the with a cloth Bnd allow it to remain
move Just looked wonderingly Into do thing. I'll know thing
ity were coming bach so, fast. She
this time what
small opening In the gourd and his untouched for about an hour. Then GOOD ADVICE TO MOTORISTS
that,
her
regreat, grave eyes.
might have rebelled, had It not been
really am."
fingers close, around a large supply of wipe the upholstery again, so as to
for that gerinluunt ideu of hers. It
"Somethings going to hnppen," she
With a dangerous light of anger In the food. Then he finds himself un move any chance of soiling the clothes Police Commissioner Woods of New
went on, "and before It's over, I'm his
wouldn't do, she saw, in the light of
eyes, he said quietly: "It's perfect- able to withdraw his hand. The trap- of the passengers.
York City 8ays Don't Rely Too
nfrnid It's going to hurt you terribly
that, to give them any excuse for callthat you should talk like per advances and captures Mr. Mon
outrageous
ly
Much on Auto Horn.
and me. And I want the kiss for us
CARE
FOR
Til
UNIVERSAL
ing her unreasonable.
never
ask
JOINTS
and
to
do It key, because the animal's thinkingyou
that,
to remember.
So that we'll always
One Sunday morning, Rodney curagain."
cap and his Insatiable greed are such
The precaution enjoined by Police
know, whutever happens afterward,
ried her upstairs to the nursery to
After ten seconds of silence, she that the simple expedient of releasing They Are Hard to Get at and Always Commissioner Woods of New York
city
that we loved each other." She held went on : "Why, Roddy, Tve
nee her babies bathed.
Thin was a
the food never occurs to him as a
heard
on owners of motor trucks,. Don't alDirty Wear Rapidly If Net
out her arms to him. "Won't you describe me a hundred times. Not you means of
big room at the top of the bouse
Lubricated.
the
escape.
low
Properly
too
to
driver
on
much
your
rely
come?
which Florence McCrea had always
you that's my lover. The other you
the horn," might be accepted by motorcame
a
man
He
to
Intended
bent
make
bewildered,
Into
a
vaguely
Heroic Books.
Do not neglect the universal Joints car owners generally, to the advantage
all over the universe to Barry
down over her, and found her lips : but talking
studio. But, In the paralysis of inLife Is not habitually seen from any on the car. They are hard to get at of all concerned, says Christian Scleice
Lake. You ve described the woman
almost absently, out of a daze.decision as to what sort of studio to
who's never been trained nor taught common platform so truly and
and are always dirty. But they must Monitor. A widespread observance of
"No. not like that," she murmured. nor disciplined ; who's been
make it, she had left the thing bare.
as In the light of literature. be properly lubricated or they will this direction would afford excellent
brought op
old
In
the
way."
Rodney had given Harriet carte
soft, with the bloom on, for the pur Books, not which afford us a cowering wear rapidly. When they wear they discipline for the drivers, as well as in
There was a long embrace.
blanche to go ahead and fit it up bepose of making ber marriageable; enjoyment, but In which each thought become noisy and reproach you for creased safety for pedestrians, and
"I don't believe I'd have the courage who's never found her Job in marriage. Is of unusual daring; such as an Idle neglecting them, as
fore be and Rose came Jack from the
give a loud I would mitigate the noise on the city
to do It, she said. If It were Just me. who doesn't cook, nor sew, nor spin, man cannot read, and a timid one tnump every time thethey
seashore, and the layette was a monuclutch is let in. I streets.
But there's someone else I've made nor even take care of her own chil would not be entertained by, which
ment to Harriet'! practicality. There
Row Surveyed This Scene.
someone a promise. I can't tell you dren ; the woman who uses her charm even make as dangerous to existing Inhad been a wild day of supplementhard to detect on account of the
"Thanks very about that Now please go back and to save her fi"n having to do hard. stitutions such I call good books. TUNING UP A
ing, of course, when it waa discovered said to the doctor.
strokes lapping. Very often a weak
sit over there where you were, where ugly things, and keep her In luxury.
that there were two babies Instead of much"
. . The heroic books, even If print
But after he had gone she found we can talk quietly. Oh, Roddy, I love Do you remember what you've called ed In the character of our mother One Should Be Careful to Notice That cylinder Is not detected, and the carone.
buretor adjustment Is changed to elimThe room, when they escorted Rose Mrs. Ruston In the nursery and had you so I No, please go back, old man t ber, Roddy!
There Is Good Compression
tongue, will always be In a language
inate the supposed thump In the moInto it, waa a terribly impressive a talk with that lady, which was des- And and light your pipe. Oh, don't
Weakness Covered Up.
'1 didn't anderstand any of that dead to degenerate times ; and we must
tor. In reality the cause Ilea In a
tremble like that! It isn't a tragedy. when yon married me, Roddy; It was laboriously seek the meaning of each
place. The spirit of a barren, sterile tined to produce seismic upheaval.
Tve decided to make a little It's for os, It's the greatest hope In just like a dream to me like a fairy word and line, conjecturing a larger
In tuning op a
motor. weak cylinder.
efficiency brooded everywhere. And
this appearance of bareness obtained change In our arrangements, Mrs. Rus- the world."
story come true. But I understand sense than common use permits out of one should be very careful to note that
He went back to his chair. He even now. How can you be sure, knowing what wisdom and valor and gener- there la good compression In each
Kerosene Instead of Gasoline.
despite the presence of an enormous ton," she said. "But I don't think
A Kansas Inventor claims to have
number of articles a pair of scales, It's one that will disturb you very lighted his pipe as she asked him to, that my position In the world, my osity we have. Thoreaa.
motor
Ia a
cylinder.
a perfect battery of electric beaters much. I'm going to let Doris go--Ill and waited as steadily as be could for friends, oh, the very clothes on my
the sound of the exhaust win reveal perfected a device that permits the use
ber to begin.
In China there Is aa oil well that a weak cylinder. From the exhaust of kerosene Instead of gasoline as an
of various sorts ; rows of vacuum Jars
get her another place, of course
back, and the roof over my head, are
remember
be"Do you
she
for keeping things cold or hot ; a small and do her work myself."
motor, however, the automobile fuel without hngine; cardependent on your love how are you has been drilled to a depth of 3,600 feet of a
Mrs. Ruston comm-esse-d
condition of a particular cylinder la buretors,
hw lino. gan, and It was remarkable how quiet nine to be sore that my love for von with the most primitive native tools.
sterilizing oven: Instruments and ao- CHAPTER XIII.
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MIDDLE

Man Need Not Be Too Old at Forty
If He Will Make Himself More
Useful as He Grows Older.

Kin Hubbard Essays
VACATION
Jlst as Lafe Bod wuz startin' fer
Silver Lake this morntn' on bis annual
vacation his canoe, Minnie, wus attached fer th' costs o' bis first divorce.
Thus we're reminded that th' vacation
season has rolled around agin.
Folks that has skimped along all
winter on turnips an' watermelon preserves are ciieckln' out ther savin's fer
Oshln' poles, white shoes, foldln' cots,
gasoline, cottage rent an' boat hire,
while they allow th' easy payments on
player planners, sewln' machines an'
diamond rings t' lapse Int' innocuous
Pale thin husbands are
desuetude.
borrowln' their own money on twenty-yea- r
policies at eight per cent an' plan-nlt' git away an' train back t' ther
ole forms agin.
Dried up lawyers
wearln' th' court room palor an'
coats are arrangin' the'r vacation
n'

AGE IS BEST PERIOD

Too old at forty! That is a wall
that always goes up throughout the
country. But a writer in the Ameri-

DAYS

rugged ' grandeur o' th' mountains
where they kin familiarize 'emselves
with th' commonest rules o' spellln'
Th' gnarled an' tired
unobserved.
farmer, whether he be o' broad er narrow means, should lose himself among
th' stately sky scrapers o' th' congested city, fer away from th' din an'
clamor o' his panting' flocks.
T most o' us a vacation Is only a
change o' venue, but even a change o'
venue removes us from th' Vuime ole
tiresome courthouse square, an' th'
same ole tiresome delivery horses, an'
th' same ole prominent citizens th'
same ole speckled films, in th' same ole
o' our dally lives.
nickel the-atHow quickly anything out o' th' ordinary awakens new Interest an'
causes us fer th' Instant t' ferglt all
th' petty annoyances o' th' dally grind.
.

can Magazine says It could be disregarded if people uiude. themselves
more useful as they grew older. He
....
writes:
"For- man to be too old at forty is
not natural. Scientists tell us that
the life periods of man compare with
the life history of the race.
"In most businesses and professions the period of mature manhood
Is commonly the period of great skill.
The body still retulns its elasticity;
previous trulnlng and acquired good
hublts count In dally work; experience now begins to return dividends.
The individual
develops common
sense, conservation and deliberation.
He Is less likely to be swayed by the
primitive emotions of younger life.
Well-laipluns mature; returns from
previous investments In time, labor
and money begin to come in.
' "But
it Is during this period that
the competition of newer workers In
the same field begins to be felt. The
apprentices In the trades, and students In the schools begiu to get a
foothold In competition with the established wo v. Andwhat Is of
vital Importance the beginner Is willing to work much cheaper than the,
Thus, experience
experienced man.
must guurd against the under-cut- .
"It Is in this period that the greut-eThe
displacement occurs.
the dissipated, the timorous, are pushed aside to make room
for those huvlng more enterprise."
-
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Jlst as Lafe

Bud Wuz

fer Silver Lake This Mornln on His Annual
Minnie, Wuz Attached fer th' Costs o' His First

Star-ti-

Vacation, His Canoe,
Divorce.

Itineraries so as t' bump Into a few National league games.
Department
store girls are orgnnizln' Int' little
clumps t' giggle all th' way t'
er Mommoth Cave an' back.
Young wives who have tided over the'r"
first winter In harness are packln' ther
pasteboard suitcases fer extended
Its back t' mother where they kin git
a little sympathy an' review th' past
n peace, while
babies are
shrlnkln' an' wllherln.' fer th open air
mortwhile ther parents are tryln'
gage th' golden oak davenport" ..fer
enough t' git t' th' woods.
Whether yoa work er live with your
wife's folks ther Is no tonic' like a
Careworn stenogchange o' scene.
'
raphers who have held t'gether on
doughnuts all winter should seek th'
..

y

flat-bre- d

f

THE

WEEK-EN-

Th' sight a' some majestic mountain,
th' sweet strains o' a Venetian band, er
some strlkln' bit o' architecture '11
often transform a crusty bookkeeper,
er bring th' luster o' a new phaeton t'
th' ldng dormant eye o' th' steady em-- ,
ployee. Even a new blond trimmer 'II
quicken th' "pulse an' cause one t?
emerge from the beaten rut If only fer
th' Instant..
, 'Some folks act like they were put-tiope .over on th' welfare o' th' community when .they take a vacation.
in
Ther's never any noticeable let-uth' machinery o. business while some
- Teller Is ftshln.
ProgIndispensable'ress never feels th' vacation period, an'
back-frosome fellers git
yet
a little outin' they expect t' find desolation an' ruin.
p'

p

VISIT TO THE COUNTRY

D

rt

In an article in this month's "Hen with th' mllkln' er takln' Aunt Llde's
nn'. Home" Miss Fawn Llpplncut says : mind off her work. Ther's egg hunt-iin th' hay mow, drlnkln' butter milk
"With our modes of quick transportarefrom a
tion now so available t' all has devel- cesses gourd, explorln th' dark In
o' th' smoke house, revel In'
th'
t'
aversion
a
natural
work,
oped
th' mysteries o' th' silo, delvln' Int' th'
an' a deep root- Inner
Saturday
workln's o' th' hen .house, th'
ed hatred fer th' Indoors. Mow comes charm o' crankin' up th' cream sepaa happy solution o' th' unbearable mo- rator, studyln' th' amusin' contour o'
In th' stuffy city, a new calf, marvelln' at th' graceful
notony o' a Week-en- d
with Its overcrowded street cars an' dips o' th' chicken hawk, notln' th'
In etiquette o' th' field hands as they dine
parks. A week-enThis custom has been nl fresco on th' back porch, an' gath-erl- n
th' country!
daisies along th' mossy banks o'
pop'lar fer ages with our English cousins. Fer one who does not care t' th' crystul stream as it sings Its way
tango on th' broad verandas o' th' through th' velvety meadow. Where
road house, er git pickled at a sticky no stream Is available one may gather
table under a fan, ther is no diver- Bouncln' Betty's as they nod In prosion, so ' thoroughly .delightful as a fusion. In th' fence corners. week-enin some quiet rural retreat-S"Indeed a bright tin whistle for
accordln' t' all indications, ther Master John, a sheet o'.rag fer .Annie,
seems t' be no escape fer our country one er two nickel
fer Uncle
relatives.
John,' er pair o' black lisle mils fer
"But. one should hot set out on a Aunt Llde, Is money well Invested
veek-en- d
visit t' Uncle John's without when we consider th' invlgoratln' air.
n'

half-holida-y

d

merry-go-roun- d

The Reader.
The gift of reading Is not very common nor very generally understood.
It consists, first of nil, in a vast Intellectual endowment a free grace, I
find I must call It by which a man
rises, to understand that he is not
punctually right, nor those from whom
he differs absolutely wrong. He may
hold dogmas, he may hold them passionately; and he may know that others hold them but coldly, or hold them
dlfferentlx, or hold them not at all.
Well, If he has the gift of rending,
these others will be full of meat for
him. They will see the other side of
propositions and the other side of virtues. He heed not change his dogma
for that, he may change his reading
of - that dogma, and he must supplement and correct his deductions from
It. A .huninn truth, which Is always
very much a He, hides as much of life
as It displays. It' 1H, men who hold
another truth, or as It seems to us,
perhaps, a dangerous He, who can extender restricted, field of knowledge,
and rouse our ' drowsy consciences.
Something." that seems quite new, or
thut seems Insoleutly Jalse or dangerIf he
ous, Is the test of a reader.
tries to see what It means, what truth
excuses It. he has the gift, and let
him read. If he Is hurt or offended,
or exclaims upon his author's folly,
he had better take to the dally papers ; he will never be a reader. Bob-eLouis Stevenson.
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The men who are not satisfied
Are they who set the pace
The men who do' not meet defeat
With calm, contented face.
The men who labor on and on
With minds and tinners skilled
They are the great unsatisfied
Who plan and flght and build.

LET US RAISE OUR OWN

VEGE-TABLE-

Now Is the time for the forehanded
woman to look to her gardening If she

to
have
hopes
vegetables for her
family this winter.
can
Our women
show their patriot- 1 lsiu In no better or
m Li more convincing.
way than by eon-1
serving food, dim
inution of waste
and producing her own vegetables on
every available foot of ground that
can he cultivated.
Spinach, chard,
peas, beans, cauliflower, lomntoes and
(;orn may all be satisfactorily canned
at home, and, even counting the Initial
cost of glltss Jars, putting up one's
own vegetables costs no more a than
buying the cheapest grade of
ones at the grocery, while the
expense after one lias acquired the
Jars is very small. One may buy the
standard makes for five and ten
cents as needed, thus making it possible to lay 'Id a good stock by degrees.
If there were no other ndvuntnge
in putting up one's own vegetables,
when they are In their prime and muy
be canned' a few ut u time, It would
pay In the matter of convenience, as
one may can In pints, quarts or
sizes. In tomatoes, theyaverage
grocer carries nothing smaller than
the quart can, which once opened
One's own
must be used at once.
little pint jars hold Just enough for a
sauce for a soup for two or three
and its superior quality Is beyond
question.
Later In the season plans are being
made to bold canning clubs for all
who desire Instruction In the art of
canning vegetables. In the meantime
prepare. Jt might be well to think
of the future. If war does become a
reality, we will need till the surplus
that cun possibly be spured from
home to furnish the hospitals.
If
each housewife In her, canning season
sets apart u" few cans of fruit, vegetables and glasses of Jelly for her
country It will mean u kplendld supply In time of need.

'A

If

two-qua-

There la a jewel which no Indian
mines can buy, no rhemlc art can
It makes men rich In
counterfeit;
greatest poverty, makes water wine,
turns wooden cups to gold, the homely
whistle to sweet music's stialn:
It comes, to few heaven sent, that
much In little, all In naught Content.

John Gargoyle lived only for THE
his garden. It was to him what a

A Financier.
Father gave George and Pauline
each a quarter with stipulation that
the money should not be spent foolishly. When George arrived home
that evening with a couple of tops, a
Rack of "comboea," a few "immles," a.
box of paint, some candy and a squirt
gun, his father took him to task.
"George, didn't I tell yott very plainly that you were not to spend your
money foolishly?"
"Yes,, dad, but I didn't See, here's
my quarter." And George displayed
his money.
"Great Scott I How did you come by
these things, then? You didn't steal
Notln' th'' Etiquette o' th' Field Hands a They Dine ' al Freeee en th' Back them, I hope."
'
Porch."
"'Course not, . dod," answered
George, reassuringly, "you see, I Just
Bootless
blue heavens' th' towerln' spent sister's quarter." Iudlanapollr
tieln' thoroughly; qualified t' look after th'
the'r wn entertainment, for th' farm biscuits with apple butter, fried Rhode Star.
Is a busy place where lulls are few an' Islands an' elderberry pie. It's worth
widely scattered; Fer th" Jaded clerk, all th' gasoline er car fare It takes,
Fight. '
said the would-b- e
feller stenographer an' crusty business believe me.
philos
"Fights,"
"Ther are some things t remember opher, "are largely a matter of news-- .
man ther kin be. ao more restful envisit t'
'mere is one mna
joyment than a quiet snooze on a bar- if you are plannln' a week-enrel stave hammock In th' cool shade th' country.' Don't depend on your which occurs among men of high nataulphy bawkta tree where th' aunt fer talcum. Milady's week-en- d
tional standing wherein, the newsparattle o' th' cash carrier an' th' clatter trsvemV bag should contain (besides pers give complete details of the situ?
th' typewriter jjiever penetrate-wh- ere those articles which she would o ation at the time the He was passed
th' only sound that disturbs our course take with her on a trip
fn the senate, a description of the exUelirlum Is th' hum ' th' bees or th." Mt Vernon, er any place which would change ef blows and how th'e other
attoo o th' gaily plumaged' wood peck, require her be away from her' gold senators sought to separate the belfollowed by a biography of
jr as be plugs away on th' Untapped fish two or three nights) a spool o' ligerentwhite thread No. 90, an', above all,
rupalo o' the farm house.
the combatants. Including thefr strug'
'
re
enioy owe', pair of;wlre cotters.'' f ri.;j
rTOer
many ways
gle for fame, photographs of the old
self kwn t.' farm without Interferta' (Copyright, Adams Newspaper 8rjrlc.) home place and their careers ss youthful masters of fisticuffs. Then 'there
a large, fat lazy black eat Of coarse Is the other kind regarding which the
the cat'i name Is Thomas In this case Judge merely. says, Ten dollars and
Alfred James of Cynwydt believes
'
costs.' "Indianapolis Star. ;
these must have been something in Thomas Atkins, although Thomas Is no
thdf story about a convention .of rata fighter and James saw his cat Thomas
f Damascus Blades.
J
hM deciding to "bell the eat" He Is resting on the oats In the grain box.
A writer In a foreign Journal pojnts
certain be stumbled on a rat conven-HeJtth- Seated on Thomas back was a large out
that according 'to Jean Jacques
was Just about ready'to put rat' almost li not quite as large as
French author
the
Perrett,
and
Thomas
to
Bala
a
was
Thomas,
surrounding
(Pa.)
according
theauestlon.
In the eighteenth century. Dam- -'
living
five
or
six
circle
Reca
of
other
of
rats.
the
Philadelphia
correspondent
were probably hardThe rats appeared to be having a asceneIn blades
oldea times by a powerful
ened
James
bis
Into
went
feed
time,"
TThomaffdld
to
said,
good
stable
James
from a narhis horse. He opened the feed box. not appear to be having a good flme blast of cold air Issuing
two walls speTho sight that met bis eyes, he says, at alL Thomas seemed .to be scared row passage between
cially built for the purpose.
la one be srfil never
James baa within an Inch of bis nine lives." -
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KITCHEN
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u CABINET

Old

growing son Is to other men.
At the end of It stood a telephone
post, and the other morning Gnrgoyle
watched with feelings of horror a telephone mechanic climb his back wall.
He descended Into the garden, bringing with him about a dozen loose
bricks, and fell full length Into a bed
of sweet peas.
He picked himself up, dragged a
heavy ladder across a patch of lettuce
and dropped it Into a cucumber frame.
Then he took a short cut, in his hobnailed boots, across some vncunt beds
where many precious bulbs were Interned.
t
Finally, after slipping over a clump
of priceless roses, he oppeared under
window, where Garthe dining-roogoyle stood In speechless fury.
" 'Scuse me, sir," he reniurked, "but
the telephone people are very particular about us trespassing on private
ground where we have fixtures. Can
I have permission to enter your garden, sir?"

'

.,'
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VALUE

OF SUCCULENT
ETABLES.

table for which to cultivate an appetite.
Tomatoes peeled and sliced down
nearly to the stem end, making petals
One of the nicest things about this
like a flower, then fill the center with
chopped pepper and onion and place a year's commencement gowns of net Is
usefulness after the
spoonful of mayonnaise on top, Is a their
great day of their first appearance has
most dainty spring salad.
passed. The net frock Is, a daytime or
an evening frock, serving. two purposes
There Is a road to yesterday
,
A wondrous thoroughfare.
equully well. Its daintiness is a charm
Where wanton breezes Idly play
Inherent In the material. It Is youthAnd blossoms scent the air.
ful and chic and moderately priced,
and It arrives at distinction when the
It stretches long and far and straight;
It wanders up and dovn!
It paBses many an open gate
And many a little town.

The Inst chapter In the story of
summer hats for motor weur Is now before us and the pretty tale Is told.
There is nothing sensational In it and
nothing unusual ; because motorcars
are about as universally used as cook
stoves, and dress for motor wear as
varied as for the street. Any small,
hat of braid or
flexible,
fabric, or of both combined. Is all right
close-fittin-

g

GOOD THINGS WORTH TRYING.

For the lovers of rlne olives the fol
lowing will be enjoyed : Soak then
for an hour or two In
olive oil to which a chive
of garlic has been added.
Place the olives while
soaking In the Ice chest
and serve them without
Do
wiping off the oil.
not place them In Ice as
It tends to make them
watery. The oil and garlic may be
saved for salad or for more olives.
Carrot Salad. Place a spoonful of
mayonnaise in a small bead of lettuce
mil In the mayonnaise mix grated
raw carrots until the dressing Is pink
as shrimp. The carrots should be
grated very fine.
Tomatoes Stuffed With Ripe Olives.
Scoop out the pulp from the tomatoes. Fry a small onion chopped flue
in butter, add the pulp thnt has come
out of the tomatoes and n cupful of
ripe olives from which the seeds have
been removed, two tnblespoonfuls of
breadcrumbs, salt and pepper. Fill the
tomutoes and buke.
Savory String Beans. Cook the
beans until tender. Melt a tablespoon-fu- l
of butter or beef drippings In a frying pun and cook in It a small onion,
finely chopped, until tender, but not
brown. Add the beans to the onion,
season well with salt and pepper and
add n (lush of vinegar to give It zest.
Sponge Cake. Take four eggs, one
cupful of sugar and one cupful of
flour.
Beat the whites of the eggs
very stiff, then fold In the sugar a
quarter of a cupful at a time, add the
yolks one ht'a time, cutting each in
half .and stir them In so lightly that
the mixture Is streaked with yellow.
Cut the flour Into the egg In the same
wny, put into n buttered pan and buke
forty-fivminutes.
Small green onions sliced thin and
sprinkled over lettuce with a handful
of fresh peanuts and French dressing
make a most delicious salad.
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The difference between pride and
we hay
It or It Is possessed by someone else.

vanity depends upon whether
WHAT TO EAT.

VEG-

The following Is a homely dish well
liked by most people:
Pot Roast The
We underestimate the value of the
secret of well flasucculent green vegetable, usually
vored, tender meat
counting It as bulk with
Is usually In the
little nourishment. Many
pot
of our green vegetables
cooking. A cook
roast should
besides their acids und
low
a
at
tempermineral matters, contain
ature. Slice two
a most valuable, but ns
onions very thin.
yet little understood,
cook until yellow
growth determinant. This In
two tnblespoonfuls of sweet dripsubstance makes clover
und ill fulfil so valuable, ns food for pings then add the meat, four pounds
growing stock. We will soon be eat- of the round makes a most delicious
In Just enough
ing and appreciating alfalfa bread, as roast, and let It steam
It Is being more used for humnn food. water to keep from scorching. Cook
when a
Vegetables hre appetizers, for ex- at least two or three hours,
fine gravy will be formed and the onion
ample, tin' onion, gai'llc. chives, parswill nil hnve disappeared. A can of toley and celery. The woody liber being
boiled carIndigestible, serves ns a brush in the matoes with two chopped
allincntiirv canal
along all rots will be an addition to the gravy, or
waste and excite peristaltic action. If one likes a sour gravy a tnhlespoon-fu- l
of vinegar added gives zest to the
Vegetables, because of their bulk, satIn dish.
isfy hunger without
Beef Tongue With Raisins. So far
their service as a broom to the body,
they keep the system cleansed, beau- raisins are one of the good things that
tifying the complexion und removing haven't Jumped into the high prices,
all waste that clogs the skin and pro- though any day they may he beyond
reach. Wash u fresh beef tongue and
duces sallow, muddy complexions.
The proper cooking . vegetables Is place In a kettle with a teaspoonful
another Important thing to bear In of suit and boiling wnter to cover. Simmind. All vegetables when conked mer very gently one hour. Remove
should be put on to cook in boiling and tnke off the skin, trimming the
water. " Salt may be added to those roots carefully. Place in a casserole
of hunter and two
vegetables thnt are. hot toughened by with a teaspoonful
Its use,. for example, potatoes and oth- cupfuls of wnter with three tnblespooner fibrous root vegetables. TooIong fuls of lemon Juice and any flavoring
Cover und cook four hours
cooking, especially of such delicntely herbs.
flavored vegetables, as asparagus will slowly. An hour before serving odd a
f
a
dissolve the'flnvor and send it out with cupful of seeded raisins,
wasteam, so both nourishment and flavor tumbler of currant jelly and more
r
will be lost.
green vegeta- ter If needed. Just before Serving,
bles, or In fact any kind of vegetable, thicken the sauce with two tnblespoonmakes a good crcarrt soup. Asparagus, fuls of flour, wet to a paste with water.
to cook the starch.
string beans, tomatoes In any form, Cook long enough
Macaroni With Sausage. Put layand celery with onion all make most
ers of cooked macaroni in a buttered
delicious salads.
A garden containing all the crisp dish and alternate with
layers of
vegetables" used 'Tor salads and as, cooked leftover sausage, hamburger
many others as the space allows will steak of other chopped meat, add some
be a constant source of delight all the. good beef gravy or If none Is at hand
summer and . fall.
Pumpkins and a cupful of rich white sauce. A few
tomato puree add
squashes, as well as cucumbers and tablespoonfuls.'of
melons will all climb on the back yard variety to the dish.
fence and take up little room on the
String beans, peas and asparagus, If
Planting (leans with corn boiled n an open' saucepah, will have
ground.
saves space and gives, the beans some- a better color. Cabbage, onions and
turnips will not scent the house If
thing to climb upon..
Tender. young carrots cooked In as cooked uncovered, as the steam and
Bttle' water at. possible so that every odor passes off without combining un, ':
.bit of the mineral matter fs .saved and der the, lid..--, . r
then served with butter, .salt and a
grating of nutmeg with a dash of
lemon Juice Is a most delicious vege--.

GOWN OF WHITE NET

COMMENCEMENT

designer brings successful Invention In
style, or details of finishing, to a happy
ending, In its making.
Just an unexpected touch gives a
pretty net frock the place of honor In
u girl's summer wttrdrobe, and Just
such a touch puts the hallmark of refinement on the pretty frock pictured
here.
The skirt Is moderately full, gathered In at the waistline and finished
of
with a deep hem. About
Its length from the bottom a bund of
One lace Is set In. The bodice Is made
much like a "baby" waist, but Is cut
low In the neck in front, where lace Is
set in and finished with Bmnll crochet
halls. A fine luce collar completes It.
Sleeves are a little more than elbow
length and ure gathered up so thnt
they form a hanging puff about the
forearm.
The girdle Is of pink and blue taffeta ond we hnve every reason to believe that It accepts the vogue for
rosettes at the back Instead of a bow
or sash ends. But In this matter let
each individual suit herself as well as
In thut of color. The gown, as photo- one-four-

for the car, and it may or may not
have a veil. As a rule, it does have
small veil, either of chiffon or coarse-meshsilk net.
g
The logical hat for the car Is
and provided with a small brim,
which shades the eyes and gives becoming hues aboht the face. A veil,
Just heavy enough to shield the eyes
from dust is also a graceful as well as
useful adjunct to the motor hat. The
most successful hut for the car Is a
e
affulr that answers the purposes of the traveler by rail an well
as those of the motorist, and looks well
merely as a street hat.
The three huts pictured are of braid
and fabrics combined, flexible without
being floppy, and hnving enough support in the crowns to be shapely. They
are designs of specialists In motor hats
and each Is provided with a smntl
elastic bund, and the buck, let In at
the bnse of the crown, thut holds the
hat close to the head.
Gray, tan, enstor und blue in medium
shndes ure fuvorite colors for motor
Lwenr.
There Is a fad for vivid yel
lows In crowns, combined with dark

ed

snug-fittin-

over-feedin-

one-hal-

Left-ove-

Willows Mentioned In Bible.
Willows sre mentioned In the Biblical books of levitTcus 27. Job, 11,
Isaiah X. Psajins 137, , The tree upon
Which the captive Israelites hung their
harps was the SaHx Babylonlca. This
tree Is, abundant on the banks of the

-

Euphrates.''
-

'.V-

'
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LAST CHAPTER IN STORY

OF MOTOR HATS

graphed, has s girdle In pink and blue
taffeta encircling the waist, at the natLittle crochet balls
ural waistline.
bang from the lace set In at the front
and an adorably frivolous little pocket
of net Just big enough for a handkerchief and perhaps a danctag card. Is
suspended from under the. girdle by
...
silk cords.
,
y...
These frocks are worn over organdie
slips and' a little variety may. be proIn light
vided by means of 'colored slips
'
.
bliie'or pink,of yellow..'

blue braids, n'nd emerald green continues to flourish in straw brims with
white or tan silk crowns. Emerald and
purple veils are smart. . In the new
showings appear some dignified motor
hats made entirely of taffeta silk.-Thchoice of silk for crowns Hes between
taffeta, and poplin, and wool or silk
.
'cloths. .

Maxims of Agriculture.
At many of the smart1 wedding the
' "It is a maxim' agreed tapon In agri- bridesmaids
leghorn hats
culture that nothing must be done too tinted to match their frock's.
"There is
must
that
late; and, again,
everything
one of strong burnt orange wreathed
be done r at rts. proper .season; while in
plump green gooseberries and faced
there Is a third precept which reminds with.
shell pink crepe: Odd as ail this
us that opportunity' lost can never be
may sound the bat Is really very loneElder.
regained." Pliny the
ly and would be most becoming to a
;
.
,
dusky blonde.

Tinted Leghorn Hats.'

Lwarm suds and ammonia 'water, 'then.
as a protection against' UiothK. gn'over
the Inner surface with a 'paint brush
White, paper
dipped' in turpentlfie.
makes the. best lining. To renvedjr the
drawer .'.that sticks or refractory doors
or windows,' it Is, well to rub s bar of
hard soap over the edge where trouble
lies, then. If necessary, rub with sand. .
.
paper.
j.

Cleaning Bureau Drawers.
Bureau drawers should be cleansed
t least once In three month with

During s recent discussion In the Nebraska legislature one member attempted to throw la other downstairs

f.
Blank Verse.
Names Almost Identical.
Evidently some of the blank verse
Attention has been called to the fact
that In Tamil, the language of Ceylon, we used to read In school wss so called
the names for apes, Ivory and peacocks as a slight tribute to tb minds that
re almost Identical with the Hebrew. wrote It

.
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Brilliaat CamtaaacaaaeaL
The commencement program given
at the Loretto Academy Hall Tuesday night was a brilliant event. Toe
three attractive young women who
graduated captivated the large audience, and each graduate carried out
her part in a most charming manner.
Delorado
Misa Ernestine CTinsueln

CAPITAL CITY I1E17S III BRIEF
General and Personal

SOCIETY, CLODS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Orer the State

NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Paper

Chinamen Transferred.
Lawa Parly
w ill 1.1 any U UCIIVtlCU
111C
v
AS I GO ON MY WAY.
UUICS1
EDDY
ui
John V. Conway left the first of
lIUlftlUIT
e
The five hundred and over China-me- n
the week to tour the northern coun- Arizona, and Mrs. Foster and party "The Wonderful Year of 1917,"
The young people of Portales gave
life shall touch a doeen lives beMy
which
have been here since the
several
ties.
spending
days here sight- ling of the extraordinary events,
a lawn party at the former home of
fore this day is done-LeaBryaat Bays Brick Baitdiag.
seeing this week.
'many of fhem sad this year, stating
punitive expedition came out of lies
Governor and Mrs. W. E. Llndsey on
or
for
countless
marks
good
D. E. Bryant has purchased the ico, boarded a special train early
L.
Bradford
'however, that no one can foresha-RohcFormer Governor
ill ere sets this
sun. Tuesday evening of this week honorP Krvicn, state land com- - dow the events to follow during the Shalt fair or foul itsevening's
Prfnce, lias returned from an exMr. and Mrs. Howard Lindsey brick store and lot adjoining the this week for Fort Sam Houston,
ing
prove,
imprint
missioncr and H. B. Honing, publi- - next six months.
tended trip east.
Several splendid nn thn tntf lif shall nail?
who were here for a few days A house he now occupies and will erect Texas, where they will be employcity a Kent ot tne state land ottice musical numbers followed by
or sumptuous lunch was served after a modern Garage and Auto Sales ed in the quartermaster department
Shall benison my impress
be,,
.Misses Krick,
Hersch,
J. R. Hull, was a visitor in Santa left Tuesday for Taos.
Delgiado,
which the early part of the evening building. He has been the distri of the army. Columbus Courier.
shall a blight prevail if
Whitman, Bee Hopkins and D. Whit
F' a few days this week. Mr. Hull Mrs.
was spent in playing games and con- butor of Ford cars at this point for
Miss Mae Louis Martinez, 'When to the last great reckoning versation
ec'its the Cluvis News
Harvey S. I.utz, left during man.
ROOSEVELT
Later they went to the the past two years and is so well
the week for Val!ejo, California, read an interesting essay entitled1 the lives I meet must go.
home of Dr. and Mrs. J F Garmany pleased with Artesia as a business
remain.
to
he
has
decided
N.
that
she
will
Mrs.
visit
and
where
from
is
L)r
returned
of
The
touch
World."
has
"What
this
Shall
With
point
wee, fleeting
Wrong
Eugene Harvey,
where they were royally entertained
Howard Lindsay Here.
Artesia Advocate.
where he attended the.E. Arner for several weeks
G lorado
'The piano selections by Miss Helen mine have added joy or woe.
tintil a lat hniir F.vArvnn
nrpapnfr
Howard Lindsey and wife are here
.ilmll
records
he
were
looks
Miss
term.
who
their
Utirule
the
very
a most enjoyable
time.
past
University
pleasing.
this week. Mr. Lindsey, who is the
Installs Big Pomp.
Mrs. Eugene Carr. of Washington, Blanch Lucyle Humphreys had the
oer of name and time ana piaie--- ! reported
News. Mr. Howard
Valley
portafes
!
t
of installing a big cen son of Governor W. E. Lindsey, was
The
work
nf deliverinir the Vale- - .;,
State Senator and Mrs. Isaac has arrived to sm'nd the summer at rfistinc-tinHere a blessed influence came t;
a
son
ot
and
Governor
Lanasey is
in Portales and has many
Mrs. Carr dictory, which she did in a graceful
Borridalc St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
B irth and
Miss Grace
Here is evil's trace?
trifugal pump on the Turknett arte- reared
Mrs W, E. Lindsey of our city
sian well two mites south of the city friends here who will be glad t
riAlliiifiiifrniif visitors this wei'k. snent several weeks 1mr, last vear. lanH Hitnifi,r1 manner
Tlie ilaisv
and nn fh iart siH nf the railmari hear of his wedding to Miss Eunice
chain of pretty girls and little totsFrnm out each point of contact of Mm. Lindsay Addresses Teachers.
A. Jeanron, of Colorado Springs, The Glee Club and the children's
track has begun. A 40 horse power Parker at Nogales, Arizona, the first
my life vtith other lives
Henry Grant, prominent merchant!
LindMrs.
W.
E.
riistiitat enaine will null the numn'of May. Howard is here on bus!- Flows ever fhat which helps the Monday morning
of the chorus which also participated in the
of Al)iiiiu, who has been in, New lias arrived to take
thie
addressed
of
the
teachers
book
sey
which is estimated to deliver about ness, getting the county
for several months has return-- . music program at the scut'uli Kite program deserve much credit. Mon- - one who for the summit strives
Santa Fe county institute, explainingi 2,200
minute. The pump checked up for the new counjy of
ec! home.
Rcun'on which begins the 21, )f liiii isignor Fourchegu awarded the di- The troubled souls encountered
per
gallons
'
her method and illustrating how to will be
about thirty feet be- - De Baca, which was made up partly
n'onth.
plomas and medals. Father Le Guil- - does it sweeten with the touch.em- teach a child to read
She stated if low the placed
Or does it more atmbitter those
surface of the earth. The of the former pan handle of Roost-we- ll
Ion's remarks addressed to the
R. W. Heflin has gone to Wichita
"you can get a child to read well, you
bittered overmuch?
is now flowing about 600 gal- - velt county, as he has been apport Ada Hatvcy is home from 'duates showed careful thought and
K.nsas to get his instructions as
have put him on the royal road to ions
per minute, and Mr. Turknett led clerk over there. Portales ValleytheLordsburg where she taught school most valuable advice. Business of Does love through every handclap education
t'f vemment appraiser under
Mrs.
and
'happiness."
believes that the pump will secure News.
the past eiglrt months. Miss Harvey. life to Serve God was the keynote
farm and loan act.
in
referred
to
her
caress?
flow
experience at least 2000 gallons per minute.
Lindsey
sympathy's
is attending the banta fe couii'y of his address.
The program clo
know as a teacher in the public schools in Artesia Advocate.
that I
Bars Fa
W. Fremont Osborne, superinten- institute.
sed with the Star Spangled Ban- Doa those
success- she
where
was
newborn
Baseom Howard this week sold
Chicago,
very
hopefulness
'
dent of the Spanish American Norner.
Are tolerance and charity the key- - ful as a teacher. The address was
the Yoacnum place to Win, Miner,
mal at El Rito, was a business visiSister Gertrude of the Sisterhood
GRANT
note of mv song
of Hobart, Oklahoma.
This place
very inspiring and interesting.
of St. Mary, who has been here vi- Commencement at St. Michael's.
tor during the week.
A. I go plodding onward with earth's
consists of 480 acres and in one of
siting her sister Mrs. Rufus J. Palen A program of unusual interest was caper,
'
Exercises.
anxious throng?
Eight Grade
Patriotic Parade at Hurley.
the best irrigated places in the Val:
Robert W. Rrtt, frti.erly a San- for several weeks left Sunday for given at the titlh-eig: t. .
..... A
annual com
1. -- 1.1
t
More than 600 employees of the ley. He also Sold a quarter section
ta Fe druggist, who is now in busi- New York
mencement of St. Michaels College My ,ife must ,ouch a miiiol. .Jves in the Loretto
hall
Monday Chino Copper Company at Hurley to Ralph Gore at Up t ion which he
Academy
ness in Albuquerque, was a visitor
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night
Wednesday
someway ere I go
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Wn. Krier, who has been a life
time acquaintance and friend of the
editor of tlie Record, is a visitor in
the Capital City, having drove in the
first of the week from his home in
Colorado, accompanied
l.y "Mrs. Krier. They are the guests
and daughter. Mr
of their
and Mrs. Little, of this city, and will
remain for about a week. Mr) Krier
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yrars in La Veta and Walsenbttrgv
Colorado. Being a native of Belgium he takes an intense interest in
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Relishes

Hein'z Chili Saucs
Sweet Gherkins
Tomato Chutney
Sweet Mixed Pickles
India Relish
Pure Cider Vinegar

KAUNE'S
Phone 26

